
Progress Energy
Serial: HNP-09-056

MAY 2 -2 2009 10 CFR 50.90

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1
DOCKET NO. 50-400/RENEWED LICENSE NO. NPF-63
NON-SECURITY SENSITIVE VERSION OF ORIGINAL REQUEST FOR
LICENSE AMENDMENT TO ADOPT NFPA 805 PERFORMANCE-BASED
STANDARDS FOR FIRE PROTECTION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTOR
GENERATING PLANTS (2001 EDITION)

References: I. Letter from R. J. Duncan to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(Serial: HNP-08-061), "Request for License Amendment to Adopt
NFPA 805 Performance-Based Standard for Fire Protection for Light
Water Reactor Generating Plants (2001 Edition)," dated May 29, 2008

2. Letter from D. H. Corlett to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(Serial: HNP-08-119), "Non-Security Sensitive Version of Supplement
to Request for License Amendment to Adopt NFPA 805 Performance-
Based Standards for Fire Protection for Light Water Reactor
Generating Plants (2001 Edition)," dated February 05, 2009

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Harris Nuclear Plant's NFPA 805 License Amendment Request (Reference 1) included
Attachments containing sensitive, information submitted under 10 CFR 2.390(d)(1). Non-
security sensitive versions of Attachments A, G, S, W and X were previously submitted
(Reference 2). Enclosed please find non-security sensitive versions of the following
Attachments, with information previously identified as security sensitive redacted:

* Attachment D - NEI 04-02 Table F-I Non-Power Operational Modes Transition

* Attachment J - Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluation Transition

" Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition

Please refer any questions regarding this submittal to me at (919) 362-3137.

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc.

Harris Nuclear Plant

P. O. Box 165
New Hill, NC 27562 U
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Sincerely,

David H. Corlett
Supervisor - Licensing/Regulatory Programs
Harris Nuclear Plant

DHC/kms

Enclosures: 1. Attachment D - NEI 04-02 Table F- I Non-Power Operational Modes
Transition - Non-Security Sensitive

2. Attachment J - Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluation
Transition - Non-Security Sensitive

3. Attachment K - Existing Licensing Action Transition - Non-Security
Sensitive



Prowess Enerqv HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report
Progress Energy HNP NFPA 805 Transition ReDort

Attachment D - NEI 04-02 Table F-1 Non-Power Operational Modes Transition
(Non-Security Sensitive)

10 Pages
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Progress Energy Attachment D HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Table F-1 - Non-Power Operational Modes Transition Report

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any operational mode and plant configuration will not
prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition

Imolementino Guidance F.1

Review existing Outage Management Processes

Define Higher Risk Evolutions (HREs), if not already defined in plant outage management procedures. The HRE definition should
consider the following:

o Time to boil
o Reactor coolant system and fuel pool inventory
o Decay heat removal capability

Review

HNP Outage Management Procedure, OMP-003 "Outage Shutdown Risk Management" provides the basic definition for Higher Risk
Evolutions used during plant outages, which is: "Outage activities, plant configuration or conditions during shutdown where the plant is
more susceptible to an event causing the loss of a key safety function." Implementation of this definition, and the actual
determination of higher risk evolutions, is based on an evaluation of outage configurations that are graded on three qualitative criteria.
These criteria, which each represents a contributor to overall risk, consider:

1) Time to Boil
2) Inventory
3) Equipment Availability (availability and reliability of decay heat removal systems)

Using this criteria and the score (0 to 3) that results from the process, a risk level is assigned that correlates to a color (going from low
to high risk) of Green, Yellow, Orange, or Red. As defined in OMP-003, all higher risk evolutions are defined as Orange or Red.

Unit Aeelicabilitv 1

Comments

Reference Document Document Detail
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Progress Energy Attachment D HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Table F-1 - Non-Power Operational Modes Transition Report

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire duringany operational mode and plant configuration will not
prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel ina safe and stable condition

Imolementino Guidance F.2

Identify Components and Cables

The identification of systems and components to be included in this NPO Review begins with the identification of the plant operational
states (POSs) that need to be considered

Identify the various operational states that a plant goes through during NPO, and which ones are the most risk significant:

Review

A review of the Harris Nuclear Plant (HNP) Outage Management Procedure, OMP 003 "Outage Shutdown Risk Management",
Revision 24, along with discussions with Harris Outage management personnel has resulted in the identification of the Plant
Operational States that were included in HNP Non-Power Operational (NPO) Modes Review. These Plant Operational States are
described in Attachment F-1A.

HNP procedure, OMP 003, "Outage Shutdown Risk Management", provided the foundation for establishing the Key Safety Functions
that would be evaluated during the HNP NPO review. Attachment F-1iB provides a listing of the KSF that were identified from this
procedure and included in this review. This attachment also identifies the independent paths that are capable of ensuring that the
KSF can be met.

The equipment required to maintain the NPO KSF and paths identified in Attachment F-1B was determined to be a sub-set of that
required to safely shutdown the plant as a result of a fire while at power. Included in this equipment identification process was the
assignment of a KSF code to each NPO component that correlates with the KSF paths identified in Attachment F-1 B: In some cases
these components were identified as being required to support more than one KSF path, and therefore had more than one KSF code
assigned. The results of this KSF equipment identification, and KSF code assignment tasks were uploaded into the HNP Fire Safe
Shutdown Program Manager Database (FSSPMD).

Approximately 16 power operated components were identified as being needed to support a NPO KSF that were either not included
on the post-fire safe shutdown equipment list, or the component had a different functional requirement for NPO than it did for safe
shutdown, and required additional circuit analysis. These additional circuit analyses were performed using Progress Energy
procedure FIR-NGGC-0101, "Fire Protection Nuclear Safety Capability Assessment". This procedure utilizes information provided in
NEI 00-01, "Guidance for Post-Fire Safe Shutdown Analysis".

The results of the completed circuit analysis for each of these components was loaded into the FSSPMD and documented with the
same information as was done for the safe shutdown components. Information documented in this circuit analysis included the
identification of required position or condition of component, cables, function and failure mode of the cable, and any associated
circuits.

The additional circuit analyses that were performed for the components identified above included the identification and routing of
associated cables on a fire zone and area basis. This cable information was then documented in the HNP FSSPMD.

The FSSPMD which contains all of the information required to perform a fire area assessment (assigned KSF code(s) for each
component, its location in the plant, and fire area routing of associated cables) was utilized to produce reports (NPO Separation
Report) that allowed for evaluations on a fire area basis. These reports identify NPO components, and their cables, assigned to each
KSF path to determine which paths might be potentially impacted as a result of fire induced damage to cables and/or equipment.
Assessments were then made to determine which KSF path may be impacted by a fire in a given area. If it was determined that all
paths that are capable of providing a KSF could be lost in that fire area, a "pinch point" was identified. A "pinch point" is defined as a
plant location (fire area) where all of the NPO defense-in-depth paths that are credited to perform a specific KSF could potentially be
rendered unavailable by a single fire.

Unit ApDlicability 1

Comments

Reference Document Document Detail
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Progress Energy Attachment D HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Table F-1 - Non-Power Operational Modes Transition Report

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any operational modeand plant configuration will not
prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition.

Implementing Guidance F.3

Perform Fire Area Assessments (Identify pinch points)

Identify locations where:

o Fires may cause damage to the equipment (and cabling) credited above, or
o KSFs are achieved solely by crediting recovery actions, e.g., alignment of gravity feed.

Fire modeling may be used to determine if postulated fires in a fire area are expected to damage equipment (and cabling) thereby
eliminating a pinch point.

The NPO fire area reviews conservatively assumed that the entire contents of a fire area would be lost. These reviews identified that
there are fire areas where a single fire could result in a loss of all credited paths for a given KSF (i.e. pinch point). The review also
identified that there are certain fire areas that are vulnerable to a loss of a KSF if certain system trains or components are taken out of
service during a non-power operational mode and a fire were to occur. Fire Areas where a fire might cause damage to equipment
required to support a KSF path are identified in a separate analysis (HNP-E/ELEC-0002, "NFPA 805 Transition - Non-Power
Operational Modes Review").

The assessments that were performed as part of the NPO review conservatively assumed that all, NPO components or component. .
cables in the fire area may be lost due to a fire. Utilizing the review methodology outlined in this Table and the approaches that were
developed to alleviate the identified "pinch points" precluded the need to utilize fire modeling in order to resolve a KSF concern.

Unit Applicability 1

Comments

Reference Document Document Detail
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Progress Energy Attachment D HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Table F-1 - Non-Power Operational Modes Transition Report

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

The nuclear safety goal is to provide reasonable assurance that a fire during any operational mode and plant configuration will not
prevent the plant from achieving and maintaining the fuel in a safe and stable condition

Implementing Guidance F.4

Manage risks associated with fire-induced vulnerabilities during the outage

During those NPO evolutions where risk is relatively low:

The normal fire protection program defense-in-depth actions are credited for addressing the risk impact of those fires that potentially
impact one or more trains of equipment that provide a KSF required during non-power operations, but would not be expected to cause
the total loss of that KSF. The following actions are considered to be adequate to address minor losses of system capability or
redundancy:

o Control of Ignition Sources
o Hot Work (cutting, welding and/or grinding)
o Temporary Electrical Installations
o Electric portable space heaters

o Control of Combustibles
o Transient fire hazards
o Modifications
o Flammable arid Combustible liquids and gases

o Compensatory Actions for fire protection system impairments
o Openings in fire barriers
o Inoperable fire detectors or detection systems
o Inoperable fire suppression systems

o Housekeeping

During those NPO evolutions that are defined as. HREs:

Additional fire protection defense in depth measures will be taken during HREs by:
o Managing risk in fire areas that contain known pinch points.
o Managing risk in fire areas the where pinch points may arise because of equipment taken out of service

NUMARC 91-06 discusses the development of outage plans and schedules. A key element of that process is to ensure the KSFs
perform as needed during the various outage evolutions. During outage planning, the NPO Fire Area Assessment should be reviewed
to identify areas of single-point KSF vulnerability during higher risk evolutions to develop any needed contingency plans/actions. For
those areas consider combinations of the following options to reduce fire risk depending upon the significance of the potential
damage.

o Prohibition or limitation of hot work in fire areas during periods of increased vulnerability
o Verification of operable detection and/or suppression in the vulnerable areas.
o Prohibition or limitation of combustible materials in fire areas during periods of increased vulnerability
o Plant lineup modifications (removing power from equipment once it is placed in its desired position)
o Provision of additional fire patrols at periodic intervals or other appropriate compensatory measures (such as

surveillance cameras) during increased vulnerability
o Use of recovery actions to mitigate potential losses of key safety functions.
o Identification and monitoring in-situ ignition sources for "fire precursors" (e.g., equipment temperatures).

In addition, for KSF Equipment removed from service during the HREs the impact should be evaluated based on KSF equipment
status and the NPO Fire Area Assessment to develop needed contingency plans/actions.

Review

HNP Page 4 of 5 5/21/2008
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Progress Energy Attachment D HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Table F-1 - Non-Power Operational Modes Transition Report

NFPA 805 Section 1.3.1 Nuclear Safety Goal

Approximately 20 generic pinch points were identified during the performance of the NPO fire area reviews. In order to preclude or
mitigate these KSF failures, a number of strategies were developed. These strategies included revisions to plant shutdown and
abnormal operating procedures. These planned procedural revisions make changes to plant equipment and electrical system line-ups
as the plant is brought to cold shutdown conditions, and were made to preserve the KSF. Plant operational procedures were also
revised to include recovery actions for those instances where operator actions would be necessary to ensure that a specific KSF can
be maintained. Specific procedures to be updated are identified in the HNP EELEC 0002, "NFPA 805 Transition - Non-Power
Operational Modes Review".

To address concerns associated with equipment being taken out of service during NPO modes, and the potential for a concurrent fire,
the HNP outage management procedure (OMP-003) will be revised to provide instructions that will assist in mitigating the effects of a
fire if one were to occur. This procedure revision will provide guidelines for actions to be taken in specific fire areas when components
or system trains are taken'out of service. For those fire areas where the credited KSF system or equipment has been taken out of
service the following guidelines have been included in the outage management procedure:

- Prohibition or limitation of hot work.
- Prohibition or limitation of combustible materials, and/or
- Establishment of additional fire watches as appropriate.

Utilizing the above outlined approaches to alleviate the identified "pinch points" precluded the need to utilize fire modeling in order to
resolve a KSF concern.

i.lAplicabiliJtyL I
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Progress Energy HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report
Progress Energy HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Attachment F-1A
Plant Operational States Reviewed

After reviewing the outage management procedure, and meeting with the Supervisor of Outage Management, it was
agreed that the NPO Review for .the HNP would consist of the following. The "higher risk evolution" to be reviewed
would be when the POS meets the following conditions, thusconstituting a higher risk condition:

* Fuel is in the reactor vessel, AND
0 Thermal margin is low with time to core boil <40 minutes, OR
* The plant is in a reduced inventory condition (i.e. water level < 36 inches below the reactor vessel flange)

It should be noted that the time to boil limitation provided in the'HNP Outage Management Procedure, OMP-003,
"Outage Shutdown Risk Management" is the reference point from which actions need to be taken, and is conservative
and provides additional margin for risk since it does not include the time to core uncovery. Maintaining the core
covered with water is the ultimate goal of preventing fuel damage and preserving the nuclear safety performance
criteria.

FAQ 07-0040, Non-Power Operations Clarifications, Revision 2 (draft) has identified those plant operating states with
respect to NFPA 805 for pressurized water reactors that need to be considered and evaluated as part of the NPO
review process. The guidance contained in this document has been used to supplement that contained in NEI-04-02.

1. POS 1: This POS considers the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) as being closed and pressurized; the
pressurizer may or may not have a bubble, and the secondary side of the steam generators as being
filied. It begins when the RHR system is placed in the shutdown cooling mode of operation, and ends
when the RCS is vented. This will include Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) and portions of Mode 5 (Cold
Shutdown). For the purposes of the NPO review effort this POS has been identified with two variations
(configurations POS 1A and POS 1B): one with steam generators available for heat removal, and the
other where the steam generators are no longer available.

1A. In the configuration where steam generators are available, FAQ 07-0040 has proposed to
screen out the need to review.and evaluate POS 1A. This proposal is based upon previously
performed quantitative risk reviews where CDF was used as risk matrix in Low Power and
Shutdown (LPSD) studies cited in FAQ 07-0040. The conclusion of these studies is that most
outage configurations (or POS) are of relatively low risk and there are only a few configurations
or POS that present a risk near or greater than at-power operations. This is because the
availability of steam generators along with the Residual Heat Removal System provides
sufficient redundancy and diversity to remove core decay heat such that risk to core damage is
significantly low and does not warrant further review under this NPO review. Therefore, this
POS configuration has been screened from the NFPA 805 transition review for the HNP.

1B The second variation of POS 1 is the case where the steam generators are no longer capable
of being used to remove core decay heat. For the HNP evaluation this POS considered that
the RCS has been cooled to the point where the steam generators are no longer capable of
steaming and removing decay heat, and the RHR system is the sole means of maintaining the
RCS temperature. At this point the RCS has not yet been vented, and may be in the process of
being brought to solid plant conditions to remove steam and non-condensable gases from the
Pressurizer. Once this short duration solid plant operation is completed, the RCS will be
vented, and the plant will be in POS 2. This POS configuration has been considered in the
HNP NPO Review.

2. POS 2: This POS begins when the RCS has been vented such that the steam generators cannot sustain
core heat removal, and an adequate vent path exists to preclude the RCS from re-pressurizing to a point
where the RHR system would need to be isolated and made unavailable. This operational state will
include portions of Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) and Mode 6 (Refueling). This POS includes reduced
inventory operations and midloop operations with a vented RCS, and has been considered in the HNP
NPO Review.

3. POS 3: This POS represents the shutdown condition when the refueling cavity water level is at or above
the minimum level required for movement of irradiated fuel assemblies with containment as defined by
HNP Technical Specifications. This POS occurs during Mode 6, and has been considered in the HNP
NPO Review

Page D-7 - HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report - Rev 0.doc



Progress Energy HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Attachment F-1B

Key Safety Functions
The following Key Safety Functions were considered during the HNP NPO Review and the systems
and/or equipment, or flow paths that are considered for each Key Safety Function path.

Decay Heat Removal

1. Residual Heat Removal

a.

2. Component Cooling Water

a.

b.
C. • ".,

3. Emergency Service Water

a.

b.

Electrical Distribution
4. 6.9 KV./ 480 V Emergency Buses

a.
b.

5. Onsite Power Sources

a.

b.

6. Offsite Power Sources

a.

b.
C. •••.m m'l -..

7. 120 VAC Uninterruptible Buses (Class lE)

a.

b.
C. '.

d.

8. 125 VDC Emergency Buses (Class 1 E)

a. . .

b.

9. 120 VAC Uninterruptible Buses (Non-Class 1E)

a.-

10. 125 VDC Emergency Buses (Non-Class 1 E)

a.

Page D-8 - HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report - Rev 0.doc



Progress Energy HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Attachment F-1B

Key Safety Functions
Pressure Control

11. Pressure Control

a.

b.

C.

d.

Inventory Control
12. Reactor Coolant System Inventory Makeup

a. Path A:

b. Path B:

c. Path C:

d. Path D:

13. Inventory Control - Diversion

a. This KSF path included all paths from the RCS that could result in a loss of inventory.

Reactivity Control
14. Reactor Coolant System Makeup from borated sources

a. Path E:

b. Path F:

c. Path G:

d. Path H:

15. Charging Safety Injection Pumps

a. CSIP A

b. CSIP B

c. CSIP C

16. Inadvertent Dilution

a. This KSF path includes all credible means of making up to the RCS that would result in a

dilution of the boron concentration in the RCS.

Page D-9 - HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report - Rev 0.doc



Progress Energy HNP NIFPA 805 Transition Report

Attachment F-1 B

Key Safety Functions
17. Nuclear Instrumentation

a. This KSF takes credit for any one of six (6) source range nuclear instruments available in

the MCR.

NOTE 1:
Paths F and H that utilize the contents of the BAT to provide borated water to the RCS and maintain reactivity were
not considered in this NOP review. Since the RWST contents are significantly greater than that'of the BAT, and the
path to the CSIP from the RWST has fewer power operated valves that could be problematic, the decision was made
to exclude this path as it would not provide any greater "defense in depth". - .

Page D-10 - HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report - Rev 0.doc
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Attachment J - Existing Engineering Equivalency Evaluation
Transition

(Non-Security Sensitive)
38 Pages
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

50:59 01-0730-1 , • Struct

Doc. Detail Include in LARITR

Yes

Summary Evaluation concludes that provide adequate fire separation
in th e asu il
1 .nare eonly equipment within of the

iWre located between the motors and the traveling
screens
3 covers are kept on the canal

Eauto Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process;
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.2 Fire Barriers.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 •EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)

1 •EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)

1 - OUTSIDE YARD

Fire Zone Name Description

HNP Page 1 of 37

HNPSSCA Review PE ver 1.0.5 Build 20_05-06-2008 Working Copy.mdb
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

50.59 01-0730-2, • Struct

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Evaluation concludes that provide adequate fire separation
in strut sure on:.
1.are the only equipment in the room
2.ierna e equipment is available for a fire in this area
3. 111 are kept on the cena
4. kere are noire azards located next to e ras rac

Evauaion Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.2 Fire Barriers.

Unit Fire Area Name Descrition

1 •AUXILIARY RESERVOIR SCREENING STRUCTURE

1 FPYARD OUTSIDE YARD

Fire Zone Name .Description

HNP Page 2 of 37 5/21/2008
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineering Evaluation ID

AR 169637, MT steel supports

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Structural evaluation to demonstrate that steel supports associated with
MT fire barriers can support the dead load for 3 hours without protection.
The structural evaluation is contained in Calc LV-53

lution The evaluation is deemed appropriate to demonstrate that the subject MT
fire barriers will provide the required 3 hour protection.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.5 Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems (ERFBS).

Fire Area Name Description

Fire Zone Name Desciotion

HNP Page 3 of 37
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

EC 48007, FHB/WPB Inconsistent
Fire Door Documenta ion, ev.,

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Fuel Handling Building/Waste Processing Building" floor are acceptable, based on the following:
combustible load above and "Negligible" combustible loading

below
2. Adjacent areas free of exposed combustibles
3. No exposed SSD circuits or equipment in either fire area
4. Area above the hatches has ionization detection
5. Postulated fire is 30 minutes or less
6. The area adjacent to the floor hatche

sy~sME~ is protected by an automaticopera ng, u area sprin er

This evaluation addr eses two separatt

" of th ~ Fuel Handln BOMg eP IRP

xc angea ~ separatesFiere
fromFeArea I)ea

Area

Eaaion Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.2 Fire Barriers.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING BALANCE OF AREAS

1- FUEL HANDLING BUILDING FUEL POOL HEAT
EXCHANGERS

1WASTE PROCESSING BUILDING

Fire Zone Name Descriotion
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 48019-1, Sprklr Obstruc, Zoneý

. Doc, Detail Include in LARITR

Yes

summary Sprinkler obstructions in fire zonc are evaluated as
acceptable based on:
Lack of in-situ combustibles in the affected area, and that the area is
designated a "No Storage Location"

Evauation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125:
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
Al

Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineering Evaluation ID

EC 48019-2, Sprklr Obstruc, Zoný

Doc. Detail Include'in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Sprinkler obstructions in fire zone -are evaluated as acceptable
based on:

Lack of in-situ combustibles in the affected area, coverage by adjacent
sprinklers and that the area is "ordinary hazard"

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-01 25.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the'engineering evaluation!process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Fire, Area Name Description

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A2

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Fire Zone Name

HNP Page 6 of 37 5/21/2008
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 48019-3, Sprklr Obstruc, Zonin

Doc. Detail Include in LARITR

Yes

Sprinkler obstructions in fire zon in are evaluated as
acceptable based on:
Lack of in-situ combustibles in the affected area, and that the area is
designated a "No Storage Location"

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions..

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name Description .

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B1

-REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B2

Fire Zone Name Description.
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineering Evaluation ID

EC 48019-4, Sprklr Obstruc, Zone•

Include in LARJTR

Yes

Summary Sprinkler obstructions in fire zone • are evaluated as
acceptable based on:
Ductwork shields trays from floor based fire, and the area is designated
a "No Storage Location"

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.

The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

unit Fore Area Name ecotn

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B2

1 •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B3

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 48019-5, Sprklr Obstruc, Zone•

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Sprinkler obstructions in fire zone chiller
area) are evaluated as acceptable ase on s a en o a No
Storage location in the area, 2) coverage by adjacent sprinklers.

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-01 25.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 50804-1,M Hatches

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Fuel Handling Building are acceptable, based
on the following:
1. "Low" combustible load above and "Negligible" combustible loading
below
2. Adjacent areas free of exposed combustibles
3. No exposed SSD circuits or equipment in either fire area
4. Area above has ionization detection
5. Postulated fire is 30 minutes or less

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
It is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process, it is judged to
be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

anil Fire Area Name Description

1 FUEL HANDLING BUILDING EMERGENCY EXHAUST

1 - FUEL HANDLING BUILDING FUEL POOL HEAT
EXCHANGERS

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

EC 50804-2,= Hatches

Doc. Detail Include in LARITR

*Yes

Summary Fuel Handling Building are acceptable based,
on the following:
1. Fire Area below has "low" fixed combustible load and no transient
loading
2. Fire Area above has "low" combustible loading
3. Adjacent areas maintained free of combustibles
4. No exposed SSD circuits or equipment in either fire area
5. Area below has ionization detection
6. Credible fire is 25 pounds of class A transient material

Evation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
It is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process, it is judged to
be of acceptable quality, and reflects the current plant condition.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.2 Fire Barriers.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 •FUEL HANDLING BUILDING BALANCE OF AREAS

1 - FUEL HANDLING BUILDING EMERGENCY EXHAUST

Fire Zone Name
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

EC 50804-3,M Hatches

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary .RAB are acceptable based on the following:
1. Fire zones a ove an e ow have "moderate" fixed combustible load
2. Fire area above has "low" combustible loading
3. Heat detection is provided for charcoal exhaust units above and
below
4. Fire zone above also has ionization detection and sprinkler protection
5. Adjacent floor areas are free of exposed combustibles
6. Credible fire is transient charcoal in lower fire zone

E The evaluation is deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure
FPIP-0125.
It is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process, it is judged to
be of acceptable quality, and it reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

.1 . I-Ire Barriers.

Unit Fire Area Name Bescrio~tion

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2 BALANCE

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A4

Fire Zone Name Descriotion
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 50804-4, Thermolag mullions and pen seals

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary The evaluation of thermolag type mullions and penetration seals -
adjacent to 11 fire doors concludes that they provide eqdivalent-three
hour protection to tested configurations.

Evaluation The evaluation is deemed appropriate to demonstrate that the subject
mullions and penetration seal designs are equivalent to tested
configurations.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.3 Fire Barrier Penetrations.

1.

Fire Area Name DescriAtion

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 ANDA2 BALANCE
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA

Al
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A2

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A4

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -'ANALYSIS AREA
B1

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B4

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
D

FUEL HANDLING BUILDING EMERGENCY EXHAUST

FUEL HANDLING BUILDING FUEL POOL HEAT
EXCHANGERS

WASTE PROCESSING BUILDING

1
1

1

Fire Zone Name
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Include in LAR/TR

YesEC 50804-5, T-lag Transom at Door 0808

Summary The evaluation of thermolag type transom panels adjacent to fire door
1 FP-DO808 concludes that it is adequate based on:
1. Areas around the assembly free of in-situ combustibles and ignition
sources
2. Cable tray concentrations are in adjacent corridor
3. The portion of the fire zone with significant cable tray concentrations
is protected by automatic suppression
4. No transient combustibles adjacent to door
5. The installations are in close proximity to y point
6. The fire duration is less than 2 hours (tra s 72
minutes)

Evalua Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Uni' FAreaNam Description

1v- REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - UPPER
ELEVATIONS

1 -. WASTE PROCESSING BUILDING

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

EC 50804-6, T-lag transoms at three fire doors

Doc. Detail Include in LARITR

Yes

Summary The evaluation of thermolag type transoms adjacent to fire doors
Do concludes that they 'are"adequate

ase on:
1. Areas around the assembly free of in-situ combustibles and ignition
sources
2. No transient combustibles adjacent to door
3. The installations are in close proximity to point
4. The fire duration is less than 2 hours (transoms goo or 2
minutes)

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation. process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unt Fire Area Name D.riptio

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - LOWER
ELEVATIONS

1WASTE PROCESSING BUILDING

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineering Evaluation ID

EC 50804-7, Fire dampers outside plane of fire barrier

Doc. Detail Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary The evaluation of 10 fire dampers installed outside the plane of the fire
barrier concludes that they provide protection equivalent to the required
3 hour rating.

Evala~t~ion The evaluation is deemed appropriate to demonstrate that the subject fire
damper installations provide the required protection equivalent to tested
configurations.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.3 Fire Barrier Penetrations.

Unit
1

1

1

Fire Area Name

1

1

1

1

1

Description

CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

CONTROL ROOM COMPLEX

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A4

REACTORAUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
J

ELECTRICAL PENETRATION AREA A IN REACTOR
AUXILIARY BUILDING

SWITCHGEAR ROOM B IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

FUEL HANDLING BUILDING EMERGENCY EXHAUST

OUTSIDE YARD

Fire Zone Name
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Progress Energy Attachment J
.Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 52769, Pen Seal forr, Rev. 22

Include in LAR/TR

YesAttachment 5

Summary Within the 50.59 Attach 5 for this EC Rev 22, pernetration seal E215 is
evaluated as a non-rated feature acceptable for the hazards in the area.
This is based on low in-situ and negligible transient combustible loading
on either side of the penetration, smoke detection on both sides of the
barrier, and sprinkler protection on one side.

Elion The evaluation of penetration seal E215 is deemed adequate for transition
based on Procedure FPIP-0125. It is an appropriate use of the engineering
evaluation process, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fare Area Name Description

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - UPPER
ELEVATIONS

1REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
E

Descriotion
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

EC 60257, Manual Transfer of C CSIP, Rev. 007

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Penetrations containing HVAC ductwork for
have been evaluated as a equa e or e azar s

W esaaon of fire dampers
)based oncom inaionso ro us uc design,

e ec ion, suppression, fixed fire hazards and transient fire
hazards as evaluated for each damper case.

_is non-rated and adequate
or e azaros Basea on iaCK OT ransien s on either side, raised curb

around top side, enhanced welded supports added by EC, lack of SSD
equipment/circuits near hatch on top side, ionization detection both
sides, suppression on bottom side.

Eaation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
'The evaluation'is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.3 Fire Barrier Penetrations.

n Fire Area Name Descrition

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A2

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

1 -REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
G

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
H

FieZone Name Desription
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA A2
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Progress Energy ' Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enqineering Evaluation ID

EC 60434-1, Fire Doors•

Include in LARITR

Yes

Summary Fire doorsr are evaluated as acceptable
based on ersimian y oo ers a were approved in an SER, and
that there are "no significant quantities of combustibles in the immediate
vicinity".

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name Descriotion

1 •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
Bi

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1- ANALYSIS AREA
B2

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
K

Fire Zone Name Descriition
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

ESR 01-00144, Fire Door Warping

Include in LARITR

Yes

-ummary Evaluation of four warped fire doors
concludes a pa ormance o

will be equivalent to the tes W-'
Mconigura on. Weeva Min is based on comparison to fire test data
and input from the door manufacturer regarding the performance impact
of warping.
The evaluation o is based on the use of
the door, and the ac o a ire ra ing or e su ject stairwell(s).,

The evaluationot
appropriate t. demos a e a ire oor
perform equivalent to the tested configuration.

-is deemed
In lsr dvariance will

The eva uation o1 removes the doors from the
FP program thee re noonger a ra ed FP feature and the
evaluation is not performance based.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Fire Area Name Description

1 •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2 BALANCE

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
D

1 •ELECTRICAL PENETRATION AREA B IN REACTOR
AUXILIARY BUILDING

1 •DIESEL GENERATOR 1B

Fore Zone Name
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

ESR 99-00395, Def-in-Depth Pen Seal Eval

Doc, Detail Include in LARrTR

Yes

Summary Defense-in-depth evaluation of penetration seal designs that do not
meet one or more of the limiting parameters detailed in ESR'99-00296.
The five seal deficiency types were evaluated as acceptable on the
following bases:
1. Max seal area and/or free area limit exceeded is acceptable due to
linear dimensions of the openings, metal cabinets on top of seals,
and/or no continuity of combustibles on top
2. Reduction sleeve size exceeded is evaluated as acceptable due to
lack of combustible loading on either side
3. Seal size exceeded is evaluated as acceptable based on existence of
steel angle supports on bottom of seal
4. Minimum seal depth not met is evaluated as acceptable based on
lower combustible loading in the area
5. Seal installed outside the barrier is evaluated as acceptable based on
lower combustible loading in the area

The evaluations for all five type deficiencies take credit for
"defense-in-depth features" applicable to the affected area (fire
detection, fire suppression, combustible loading, transient exposures) as
detailed in Attachment A of the ESR.

Evation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on Procedure FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

Unit mreka Nam Desription

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineering Evaluation ID ,12C. Q e.t•i

HNP-M/BMRK-0001-1, NFPA 72E Compliance Calc

Summary Evaluation concludes that lack of complete fire detector coverage in
is acceptable due to the lack of overhead and adjacent

corn MsOMe

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125,
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref,

Yes

Fmra Area eName DeQe3ptIao

UI
Fire Zone Name Descriotion
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0001-2, NFPA 72E Compliance Calc

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Evaluation concludes that lack ot complete tire detector coverage in~les. is acceptable due to the lack of intervening

Eaution Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Fire Area Name

1

Fire Zone Name Descriotion
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0001-3, NFPA 72E Compliance Calc

Include in LARITR

Yes

Summary Evaluation concludes that lack of complete fire detector coverage in a
corridor of them is acceptable due to the lack
combustibles in e cor or.

Evlaion Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

nFire Area Name Description

1 - .WASTE PROCESSING BUILDING

Fore Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0001-4, NFPA 72E Compliance Calc

Include in LARITR

Yes

Summary Evaluation concludes that lack of complete fire detector coverage in the
is acceptable due to the low.

oa nganeacat there is no safety related
equipment in the area.

Eation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unat Fire Area Name Descrition

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2 BALANCE

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0001-5, NFPA 72E Compliance Calc

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary The evaluation states that lack of complete fire detector coverage in two
specific areas of was acceptable
based on NRC approva in me upp emen requested in

Ealuaion Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - LOWER
ELEVATIONS

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Include in LARITR

YesHNP-M/BMRK-0002-2, NFPA 72D Compliance Calc

Summary Evaluation of NFPA 72D deviation related to the m
sprinkler flow alarm being only local concludes ta is cn igurFaion is
acceptable based on there being smoke detection in the same area
which reports to the site fire alarm system.

Evaluatio Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant'conditibns.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name Descriotion

1 - CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

IFire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enqineerina Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0002-3, NFPA 72D Compliance Calc

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary This NFPA 72D evaluation addresses the lack of circuit supervision
between the MF•DIC and the MCR alarmm by describing
the power supplies to the MCR annunciu isan creis periodic
verification of the circuit.

Ealuation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.8.1 Fire Alarm.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Doc. Detail Include in LAR/TR

YesHNP-M/BMRK-0002-5, NFPA 72D Compliance Calc

Summary Evaluation of sprinkler loop supervision circuit wiring in the local fire
panels which is not in accordance with manufacturer instructions. The
evaluation explains how the current configuration will electrically function
as intended.

Evlain Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.8.1 Fire Alarm.

Uni Fire Area Name Description

Fire Zone Name Descriation
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Enaineerina Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0002-6, NFPA 72D Compliance Calc

Summary This NFPA 72D evaluation addresses the lack of circuit supervision for
the fire pump signals based on compliance with NEPA 20 requirements
for transmitted signals.

Eli Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.8.1 Fire Alarm.

Yes

Unit Fire Area Name Descriton

1 - - OUTSIDE YARD
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Do.Deal Include in LAR'TR

YesHNP-M/BMRK-0003-1, NFPA 80 Compliance Calc

Summary Evaluation concludes that a variety of deviations from NFPA 80 in
several plant areas do not affect the doors ability to perform as'required
3 hour rated assemblies.
The evaluation is based on a review of procurement documents,
manufacturer input and a comparison to UL test data..........

Evaution The evaluation is deemed appropriate to demonstrate that fire doors with
the described deviations will perform equivalent to the tested configuration.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11 Passive Fire Protection Features

UFire Area Name Description

Fire Zone Name
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0004-1, NFPA 90A Compliance Calc

Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Evaluation of NFPA 90A deviations related to fire dampers installed
outside the plane of the barrier and lacking UL labels attached to the
equipment. Eval concludes that the existing configuration provides
protection equivalent to the required 3hour rating. Also see EEEE item
# EC 50804-07.

E The evaluation is deemed appropriate to demonstrate that the subject fire
damper installations provide the required, protection equivalent to tested
configurations. -

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.11.3 Fire Barrier Penetrations.

Unit Fire Area Name '

Fire Zone Name QDescrutbo
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Doc Dtal Include in LAR1TR

YesHNP-M/BMRK-0005-1, NFPA 10 Compliance Calc

Summary Evaluation of deviations from NFPA 10 regarding fire extinguisher rating
and/or spacing in the RCB, RAB and DGB concludes that the existing-
provisions are adequate with the following basis:

......there are sufficient fire extinguishers located in the plant such that
the ability to achieve and maintain safe shut down in the event of a fire
is not adversely affected. Fire extinguishers are locatedin all safety,
related areas of the plant. The plant fire brigade is trained to utilize
installed hose stations for manual fire fighting. Should an extinguisher
be necessary the fire brigade can obtain one within the travel path to the
fire scene."

Eaation Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Unit Fire Area Name

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - LOWER
ELEVATIONS

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - UPPER
ELEVATIONS

1 •CONTAINMENT BUILDING, ALL LEVELS

1 DIESEL GENERATOR 1B
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineerina Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0007-1, NFPA 20 Compliance Calc

Include in LARITR

Yes

Summary Evaluation of NFPA 20 deviation related:to fire pump engine horsepower
not having the required margin.
The evaluation concludes that the engine horsepower is adequate
based on the plant's ability to identify any reduction in performance via
the fire pump testing program and system engineering monitoring.
Routine testing is performed to demonstrate the pump meets all design
basis flow requirements. Monitoring by the system engineer ensures
that reductions in system water flow performance are identified. The
reduction in the margin required and actual horse power is acceptable
based on the monitoring.

E Evaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable qualify, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.5.3 [Water Supply Pump Code Requirements]

Unit Fire Area Namer

1 M OUTSIDE YARD

Fire Zone Name
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0007-2, NFPA 20 Compliance Calc

Include in LARJTR

Yes

Summary Evaluation of NFPA 20 deviation related to monthly start tests of the fire
pumps versus the required weekly frequency.
The evaluation concludes that the monthly starts are adequate based on
the documented performance of the equipment and the routine I

inspection program that is in place. Operations personnel inspebt the
engine and motor driven pumps each shift.

Ealuation The evaluation regarding monthly start tIests versus the required weekly
(Attachment 6, Item 3) is adequate.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.5.3 [Water Supply Pump Code Requirements]

Unit Fire Area Name pescrition"

1- •OUTSIDE YARD,

Fire Zone Name Desciption
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0007-3, NFPA 20 Compliance Calc

Include in LARFTR

Yes

The evaluation concludes that access to the fire pumps

EEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

3.5.3 [Water Supply Pump Code Requirements]

Unit Fire Area Name Decipi

1 - OUTSIDE YARD

Fire Zone Name Description
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Progress Energy Attachment J
Engineering Evaluation Report

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Engineering Evaluation ID

HNP-M/BMRK-0009-1, NFPA 13 Compliance Calc

Doc, Detail Include in LAR/TR

Yes

Summary Evaluation of various deviations from NFPA 13 in the= related to
area of coverage, obstructions, and spacing concludesre existing
installation is adequate based on the following: . I

Sprinkler system onW exceeds the max floor area for.
an extra hazard des a e useto actual area hazards being
"ordinary" versus the design spec of "extra".

The area per sprinkler or exceeds the max allowed
for extra hazard design - accep a e e o actual area hazards being
"ordinary" versus the design spec of "extra".

Theflack oftsprinklersin the e isaacceptablebbased on the2

combustibles therein.

The obstruction of sprinklers by structural supports)
acceptable based on coverage by adjacent sprinkle" an a there
are "no significant fire hazards" in the area.

The obstruction of sprinklers by Hemyc)
acceptable based on coverage by adjaan that there
are "no significant fire hazards" in the area.

The obstruction of sprinklers by ducs - acceptable
based on coverage by adjacent sprin an a e only "hazards"
in the area are located above the obstruction.

AEvaluation deemed adequate for transition based on FPIP-0125.
The evaluation is an appropriate use of the engineering evaluation process,
is judged to be of acceptable quality, and reflects current plant conditions.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref.

Fire Area Name Description

1 •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - LOWER
ELEVATIONS-REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - UPPER
ELEVATIONS

Fire Zone Name ,Description
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

L-icensing Action

Deviation from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of NUREG-0800 from having to provide 20 feet of separation between redundant MCCs.

Basis Date: 5/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. The deviation was approved based on the installed automatic suppression system and the physical separation between the two
MCes.

Unia Fire Area Name Description

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B3

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B4

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B5

Reference Document

Deviation B From the submittal:

"SUMMARY

A deviation is requested from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of
NUREG-0800 from having to provide 20 feet of horizontal separation with
no intervening combustibles between Motor Control Center (MCC)E
DISCUSSION

The Motor Control Centers identified above are separated by
approximately 16 feet and an automatic fire detection and suppression
system has been provided at this location. A one-hour partial height fire
wall has been constructed between the equipment and intervening
combustibles have been eliminated by the application of a one-hour fire
wrap system on the cable tray. This fire zone has a low combustible
loading as detailed in the FSAR Fire Hazards Analysis Section 9.5A.3,
page 9.5A-31. Additional information for this area is available in licensee
submittal

CONCLUSION

CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following reasons:

1. Separation of approximately 16 feet is provided.
2. Low combustible loading.
3. Intervening combustibles have been wrapped with a one-hour fire
barrier.
4. Suppression and detection systems are provided in the area.
5. Partial height wall is provided between the equipment.

Based on the above, a commensurate level of protection in lieu of the 20
feet separation has been provided for this area."
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of NUREG-0800 from having to provide 20 feet of separation between redundant MCCs.

Under Safe Shutdown Capability, them states:

"By letter dated , the applicant identified the following
plant locations weerOnan s utdown-related systems are not
separated and protected against fire damage in accordance with Section
C.5.b.(2) of BTP CMEB 9.5.1:

(1) reactor auxiliary building
(2) reactor auxiliary building

The redundant systems are separated by a horizontal distance of at least
16 ft. The locations are protected by fire detection and suppression
systems as delineated in them letter. If a fire were to
occur in any of these locations, i wou e e ected before significant
flame propagation or roorm temperature rise occurred. The fire brigade
would then extinguish the fire, using manual fire fighting equipment. If
rapid fire propagation occurred before the arrival of the brigade, one
would expect the fire suppression system to actuate and limit fire spread,
reduce room temperatures, and protect vulnerable systems. Pending
actuation of the suppression system, the physical separation of
redundant systems is sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that one
shutdown division would remain free of fire damage. The staff
concludes, therefore, that the existing level of fire protection for the
systems indentified in the applicants'c letter is an
acceptable deviation from Section C.R5 W B 9.5-1."
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of NUREG-0800 from having to provide a three-hour rated enclosure between.electrical pull boxes.

Basis Date: 10/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on the separation between the required components, the installed partial suppression system,
and other fire protection features of the area.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B1

Reference Document D D Evaluation

Deviation D DEVIATION D
SUMMARY
A deviation is requested from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of
NUREG-0800 from having to provide a three-hour rated enclosure
between electrical pull boxes
AREA DESCRIPTION
Plant Location: Reactor Auxilary Bu dn

urne
1 . Chiled yarerv-umps
2. Condenser Water Circulating Pumps (Chilled Water Systems)
3. Closed Expansion Tanks (Chilled Water Systems)

4. HVAC Chillers
5. Air Handling Units
6. Cable for Safe Shutdown Systems Listed in the SSA, Table 9.SB-4f
(Both SA and SB Trains)

DISCUSSION

Electrical pull box located n n
electrical pull box located in iared

physically separa Papp r Ioxi matey oa ese pull
boxes are utilized for cables that support the Emergency Service Water
Intake Structure HVAC System. Ionization detectors are provided in the
zone where the electrical boxes are located. Partial automatic
suppression system actuated by thermal detectors is installed in the fire
zone over electrical pull box The partial suppression deviation
was granted for the area in to the Safety Evaluation
Report. Intervening combus are in the form of fire resistant
IEEE-383 cables. Both fire zones under consideration have moderate
combustible loadings as described in the SHNPP FSAR Fire Hazard
Analysis, Additional information
for this aMea asavaia in e e icensee suom a

CONCLUSION

CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following reasons:
1. The equipment is separated by a distance of approximately 21 feet.
2. Detection is provided in the zone where the boxes are located.
3. Partial suppression is provided in the fire zone over pull box

4n ing combustibles are fire resistant IEEE-383 cables.
Based on the fire prevention features provided, CP&L concludes that
further consideration of three-hour rated enclosures for the equipment
would not greatly enhance fire protection in the zones and provides an
acceptable deviation to NUREG-0800, Section C.5.b(2).
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of NUREG-0800 from having to provide a three-hour rated enclosure between electrical pull boxes.

By letter date•d hthe applicant identified the following
plant locations M rNOanshutdown-related systems are not
separated and protected against fire damage in accordance with Section
C.5.b.(2) of BTP CMEB 9.5.1:

(1) reactor auxiliary building,M

(2) reactor auxiliary building,

The redundant systems are separated by a horizontal distance of at least
16 ft. The locations are protected by fire detection and suppression
systems as delineated in the m , letter. If a fire were to
occur in any of these loainiwo ce before significant
flame propagation or room temperature rise occurred. The fire brigade
would then extinguish the fire, using manual fire fighting equipment. If
rapid fire propagation occurred before the arrival of the brigade, one
would expect the fire suppression system to actuate and limit fire spread,
reduce room temperatures, and protect vulnerable systems. Pending
actuation of the fire suppression system, the physical separation of
redundant systems is sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that one
shutdown division would remain free of fire damage. The staff concludes,
therefore, that the existing level of fire protection for the systems
identified in the applicants'I, letter is an acceptable
deviation from Section C.5. 9.5-1.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.7.i of NUREG-0800 for the east wall.

Basis Datem 10/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The east wall was considered to be an equivalent three hour fire barrier despite the HVAC opening based on it being an exterior wall.

Name

DIESEL GENERATOR 1A

DIESEL GENERATOR 1B

Reference Document

Page 90 The diesel generators are located within the diesel generator building
separated from each other and from other plant structures and
components by barriers having a minimum fire resistance rating of three
hours. The East wall has an opening for the air intake which is
considered equivalent to 3-hour fire resistance rating, based on physical
separation from other structures.

Them does not specifically address the diesel generator rooms, but
doe'"•ence the applicable submittal. No exceptions were taken, and
the submittal did state that the barrier was considered to be equivalent to
a 3-hour fire barrier.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.a, in that not all penetrations are seated with equivalently rated fire damper assemblies, door
assemblies, or seals.

Basis Date: 10/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. Deviation was approved based on the conditions on either side of the penetrations, the installed fire protection features, and the
physical separation of redundant safe shutdown equipment.

Unit Fore Area Name Descriotion

1 - ,REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2

1." - CONTROL ROOM COMPLEX

1 -REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALY
A2

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALY
A3

1" REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALY

BALANCE

SIS AREA

SIS AREA

SIS AREA
A4
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B1
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B2
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B5
SWITCHGEAR ROOM A IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING
SWITCHGEAR ROOM B IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING
FUEL HANDLING BUILDING BALANCE OF AREAS

FUEL HANDLING BUILDING EMERGENCY EXHAUST

TURBINE GENERATOR BUILDING

Reference Document
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.a, in that not all penetrations are sealed with equivalently rated fire damper assemblies, door
assemblies, or seals. . . . .. -,;I

Page 1 From the submittal:

"SUMMARY
A deviation has been Identified from BTP-9.5-1, Section C.5.a (1. 2, 4
and 5) of NUREC-0800 from having fire-rated dampers, doors, and
penetration seals in walls and floors designated as 3-hour rated.
AREA DESCRIPTION
See Tables 1, 2, and 3 for area description.
DISCUSSION
Tables 1, 2 and 3 identify the location of the doors. HVAC and bus duct
penetrations. For those penetrations and doors where safe shutdown
equipment is within 20 feet, automatic suppression and detection has
been provided on at least one.side of the door or penetration. The
combustible loading in the areas are considered low to moderate. The
doors are manufactured to the same engineering specification as would
a 3-hour rated door. The SSA equipment identified within 20 feet radius
of the doors or penetrations do not have their redundant counterpart

-Ah; On f__+

CONCLUSION

CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following:
1. Low to moderate combustible loading in the zone.
2. Suppression and detection systems are provided on at least one side
of the door or penetration.
3. The SSA equipment identified within 20 feet radius of the doors or
penetrations do not have their redundant counterpart within
20 feet except as noted above.

Based on the fire prevention features provided, CP&L concluded that the
addition of fire dampers and rated doors would not greatly enhance the
fire protection in the these zones and provides an acceptable deviation to
NUREG-0800. Section C.5.1 (1, 2, 4, and 5)."
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.a, in that not all penetrations are sealed with equivalently rated fire damper assemblies, door
assemblies, or seals.

TheM states:

'The guidelines of Section C.5.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 state that fire
barriers with a minimum fire resistance rating of 3 hours should be
provided to separate redundant divisions of safety-related equipment. By
letter dated , the applicant requested a deviation from
these guide ines or ce an penetration openings through fire barriers for
ventilation systems, doors, and bus ducts to the extent that the
penetrations are not protected with equivalently rated fire damper
assemblies, door assemblies, or seals, respectively. The locations of the
penetrations are identified in Tables 1, 2, and 3 which are appended to
the letter.

Within 20 feet of each penetration and door where safe shutdown
equipment is located, automatic suppression and detection has been
provided on at least one side of the penetration or door. In addition,
redundant safe-shutdown-related components are separated by at least
20 feet. .

The staff was concerned that a fire originating in one fire area would
spread through an unprotected fire barrier penetration into an adjacent
fire area, damage redundant safe-shutdown systems, and adversely
affect the plant's safe shutdown capabilities. However, the staff reviewed
and evaluated conditions on each side of each penetration and found no
significant unmitigated fire hazards that pose a credible threat to
redundant safe-shutdown systems.

Because of the fire detectors provided, the staff expects any fire to be

detected before redundant safe-shutdown-related systems are
threatened. The fire brigade would then take action to extinguish the fire.
In the unlikely event that the fire spreads from one area to another
through one of the penetrations, the automatic suppression system will
actuate and control the spread of fire. Until the fire suppression system
ope-ates, the physical separation of redundant systems is sufficient to
provide reasonable assurance that one shutdown division would remain
free of fire damage. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that
upgrading the subject fire barrier penetrations to achieve a 3-hour fire
resistance rating would not significantly increase the level of fire safety.
The fire barrier penetrations identified in the applicant's,
letter are, therefore, an acceptable deviation from Secti•on .a W

CMEB 9.5-1."
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from C.5.b for not providing 3-hr fire barrier (doors) between the intake structures.

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. The deviation was based on theexterior doors to the Train A and Train B cubicles being installed in and the
doors

Unit Fire Area Name Description

EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)
EMERGENCY'SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)

Reference Document D

Pages 69-73 For •

Request exemption from providing 3 hour rated fire doors at the exterior
of the ESW Int ake Structure. Present plant doorsc provide

the degree offire resistance required for the dsr eoccupanc and
hazard

For

Request exemption from providing 3 hour rated fire doors at the exterior
of the ESW Intake Structure. Present plant doors
provide the degree of fire resistance required for e escn e
occupancy and hazard. They will b in closed
position0

The

U Aaevi ijon is requeseo irom provon J- our-raleO Tire oloors in mne

exterior building walls. The A-train and B-train equipment is each
provided wih The are
installed in The meum separa on a ean the
doors is more an n e basis of its review, the staff concludes

•" that the separation provided between the doorways, the lack of

significant fire exposure exterior to the doorways, and the
...non-rated-oors ensure a level of protection equivalent to that specified
in Section C.5.b of the staffs guidelines.
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from installing seismic hose stations in safety related areas per NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.c.

Basis Date: 10/31/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis.' Deviation was approved based on the separation of redundant safe shutdown equipment by 3-hour rated seismic category 1 fire
barriers and alternative means of manual fire fighting.

Unit Fire AreaNaMq_

1.

1~

Descrirotion
EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)
EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)
DIESEL FUEL OIL STORAGE TANK A IN DIESEL FUEL OIL
STORAGE TANK BUILDING, UNIT 1
DIESEL FUEL OIL STORAGE TANK B IN DIESEL FUEL OIL
STORAGE TANK BUILDING, UNIT 1
DIESEL GENERATOR 1A

DIESEL GENERATOR 1B

DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL OIL DAY TANK 1A

DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL OIL DAY TANK 1B

DIESEL OIL PUMP A ROOM

DIESEL OIL PUMP B ROOM

DIESEL FUEL OIL STORAGE AREA BALANCE

Reference Document Evaluation

Attachments 1 & 2 The Company requests approval of a deviation from the requirements to
provide in the following plant areas:

a) Diesel Generalor, Diesel Generator Day I anKS, and Diesel Control
Panels
b) Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps, Diesel Generator Storage
Tanks
c) Emergency Service Water Pumps and Controls

The Company considers this deviation justified because:

* the above redundant safe shutdown equipment is separated from each

other by three-hour rated barriers, which are Seismic Class I structures,
these areas are provided with non-seismic fire protection systems, and
the combustible loading in these areas is considered low, except in the

case of the
are Seismic ass or ection 11

CONCLUSION
Based on the fire protection provided and described above, CP&L
believes that a commensurate level of protection has been provided in
lieuuRf as described in Section C.6.c(4) of
NUR
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from installing seismic hose stations in safety related areas per NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.6.c.

In thr the staff stated th piping for hose
stations protecting safe shutdown equipmen as been analyzed for
safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) loading and is provided with seismic
supports in accordance with Section C.6.c of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. In fact,
this is not the case for th e, the
storage building, and th I By
letter dated e app I ics evia ion rom
staff guidelines.

On the basis of its review of the applicant's justification, which is based
on the separation of the redundant safe-shutdown eouioment located in

,5-nour tire rated DarNers and Ine provision or alternative means of
manual firefighting, the staff concludes that them system is
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) from providing full area wide suppression and detection.

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. The deviation was approved based on low combustible loading, the lack of concentrations of cable trays, and the existing protection
provided for safe shutdown equipment.

Unit Fire Area Name_ Desciriotion

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
J

Page 30 The following is taken from the submittal. The listed zones, which were
then part o

Request exemption from provision of automatic fire detection and
suppression system throughout the entire Area ý Justification,
by fire zone, is listed below:

-No automatic fire detection or suppression is provided based
e obsil odn~ BTU/SF). A manual alarm

station is provided in this fire zone, stations, portable fire
extinguishers, and manual alarm stations are available in the adjacent
fire zone.

sEarly warning ionization detection is
ezone. The combustible loading in this area is

low M BTU/SF). Hose stations, portable fire extinguishers, and
manUaMlaarm stations are available in, and adjacent to, the fire zone.

stationseone nineg eginI
stations, portable fira exting

SORM"usrioie "Ioaoilngl§iM ro
uishers, and manuall a ar~ms ations are

is
se

available in, and adjacent to, the fire zone.

Earl ywarig ioiaindetction is
roi ni r oe e iezn secoe wit 3hurfire rated

barriers, and the combustible loading is low BTU/SF). Hose
stations, portable fire extinguishers, and rna rm stations are
available in the adjacent fire zone.

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire
protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines has been provided:

(1) Partial Suppression and Detection

Teatures or tnese zones and concludes that, because of the low
combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and existing
protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensinf Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1 , Section C.5.b(2) from providing full area wide suppression and detection.

Basis Date* 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. The deviation was approved based on low combustible loading, the lack of ccncentrations of cable trays, and the existing protection
provided for safe shutdown equipment.

Unit Fore Area Name Descrietion'

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
BI

Reference Document i Eaaion

Page 29-30 Request exemption from provision of automatic fire detection and
suppression system throughout the entire Area I .Justification,
by fire zone, is listed below:

Esrl ywarning ionization detection is
prvle 0eoe Multi-cyclesprinklersactuatedby.
thermal detection are provided throughout the fire zone, except in the

a ndi) areas.
fie zon us i e oa i in is fire Ozone uasmo era e /SF).

Hose stat ons, portable fire extinguishers, and earm stations are
provided in, and adjacent to, the fiezone,

Early warning ionization detection is
provie rou ou een ar fira zone. The combustible loading in the

fire zone is moderate MBTU/SF). A manual alarm station is
located in the fire zone- a~nportable fire extinguishers, and hose stations
are available in adjacent fire zones.

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire

protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines has been provided:

(1) Partial Suppression and Detection

Fire Areai
This fire area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building
on elevations I. The applicants'
letter dated i en ies various zones within fire area

ae a ae irepr ecion
ea ures o e se zones and concludes that, because of the low

combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and existing
protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or

extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Liceesino Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) from providing full area wide suppression and detection.

Basis Date: 6/11/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis." The deviation was approved based on low combustible loading, the lack of concentrations of cable trays, and the existing protection
provided for safe shutdown equipment.

Unit Fire Area Name Descriotion- REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
B2

Reference Document D Evaluation

Page 29-30 Request exemption from provision of automatic fire detection and
suppression system throughout the entire Area ý Justification,
by fire zone, is listed below:

Early warning ionization detection is
pone. Multcycle sprinklers actuated by
thermal detection are provided throughout the fire zone, except in the

and areas.

Hose stations, portable fire extinguishers, and manua stations are
provided in, and adjacent to, the fire zone.

EarEy ywarning ionization detection is

Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by thermal dtcion are provi e over the
corridor and hazardous areas, both areas together comprising about 80
per cent of the fire zone. The combustible loading in this fire zone is low

. . "BTU/SF). A manual alarm station is provided in this fire zone,
anportable fire extinguishers, and hose stations are available in
adjacent fire zones.

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire
protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines has been provided:

(1) Partial Suppression and Detection

Fire Aream
This fire area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building
on elevations The applicants'

rare

ietrdated 
,i en i aes various zones within fire area

e sa Hs ealuteome ire protection
o zones and concludes that, because of the low

combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and existing
protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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-Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy

Licensino Action

Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) from providing full area wide suppression and detection.

BssDtp 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on low combustible loading, the lack of concentrations of cable trays, and the existing protection
provided for safe shutdown equipment.

Fire Area Name Descrintion

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B4

Reference Document , .. •eti Evaluation

Page 30 Request exemnption from provision of automatic fire detection and
suppression system throughout the entire Area Justification,
by fire zone, is listed below:

) Early warning ionization detection is
eire zone. Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated

by thermal detection are provided over the cable tray runs located in the
corridor. The combustible loading in this fire zone is low
BTU/SF). A manual alarm station is provided in this fire zone, and

portable fire extinguishers, and hose stations are available in adjacent
fire zones.

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire
protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs

guidelines has been provided:

(1) Partial Suppression and Detection

Fire Aream
This fire area consists of various porfions of the reactor auxiliary building

on elevations The applicants'
letdated e es a o s ones within fire area

Sfevalua e ire protec ton
ieaPurs oesezones and concludes that, becau~se of the low

combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and existing
protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) from providing full area wide suppression and detection.

B 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis." The deviation was approved based on low combustible loading, the lack of concentrations of cable trays, and the existing protection
provided for safe shutdown equipment.

Unit Fire Area Name. Descrietion

1 : REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B3

Reference Document

Page 30 Request exemption from provision of automatic fire detection and
suppression system throughout the entire Area Justification,
by fire zone, is listed below:

) Early warning ionization detection is
Seexcept in the

Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by thermal detec ion are provi e over the
corridor and hazardous areas, both areas together comprising about 80
per cent of the fire zone. The combustible loading in this fire zone is low
an.BTU/SF). A manual alarm station is provided in this fire zone,

Wnpo able fire extinguishers, and hose stations are available in
adjacent fire zones.

-) Early warning ionization detection is
provie rou ou een ie ie zone. Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated

by thermal detection are provided over the cable tray runs located in the
corridor. The combustible loading in this fire zone is low =
BTU/SF). A manual alarm station is provided in this fire zone, and
portable fire extinguishers, and hose stations are available in adjacent
fire zones.

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire
protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines has been provided:

(1) Partial Suppression and Detection

TeaTures oT inese ones and concludes that, because of the low
combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and existing
protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b.2 from having to consider intervening combustibles between power and control
cables for the and the and related cables.

Basis Date: 10/31/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on the separation between the redundant components,.the installed automatic detection and
suppression systems, and the installation of IEEE-383 cables in the intervening cable trays.

Uni Fire Area Name ....

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A2

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Reference Document Doc.Detai l vlait .ion

Pages 2 and 3 SUMMARY
A deviation has been identified from BTP-9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2)

NUREG-0800 from having to consider intervening combustibles between
the following: 1) the power and control cable feeding the

M ,and 2) theý and related cables.

AREA DESCRIPTION
Plant Location: Reactor Auxiliary Building Elevation
Fire Area: .
SSA Area.
Fire Zone:
Othe

1.Aran er
2. Motor Contro nters
3 Pumps

6F an er
5. Air Handler"
6. Air Handle -
7"• u angers
W8. Exchanger' . 9 . u m p s

1 Pumps
11. -ran er
12. Air Handler
13. ps

Discussion
The power and control cable is routed in conduit fro to
cable tray raceway which is approximately 100 feet fro-and related cable.

Intervening combustibles are present between these components in the
form of IEEE-383 cables located in cable trays approximately 8 feet away
(see Figure 1). The location is provided with an automatic suppression
system actuated by thermal detection. are also
provided in this location for fire detection is zone as ow combustible
loading as described in the

Additionalnomaonoisarea is avaiinoe in license
s1uITmL[al

CONCLUSION
CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following reasons:

1. Low combustible loading in the area,
2. Suppression and detection systems are provided in the area,
3. Physically separated by approximately 100 feet.

Based on the fire prevention features provided, CP&L concluded that
further consideration of intervening combustibles would not greatly
enhance fire protection in this zone and provides an acceptable deviation

to NUREG-0800, Section C.5.b(2).
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. Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from NUREG-0800 BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b.2 from having to consider intervening combustibles between power and control
cables for the and the and related cables.

By them, letter, the applicant also requested a deviation
from S i BTP CMEB 9.5-1 to the extent that the intervening
space between and

M and their related caoies is not tree or intervening comoustbles.

The m which are located on the t elevation of the
reacduilding (fire area "re separated by more than
100 feet. The intervening combusibae"smorcoated between the pumps
consists of IEEE Std 383 cables in cable trays. The general arrangement
of the pumps and cable trays is shown in of the
letter The m is located 11 fee om an 8
feet from t The m l a• edaou •eet
from l he loan spovded with automatic fire

onan suppression capabilities. The staff was concerned that a
fire could spread to redundant divisions via the intervening cable trays.
However, for a fire to damage the , an exposure
fire in the vicinity c, N orf e de, wo have to
damage an its power or control cables, ignite the
intervening 15e rays popagate more than 100 feet along the
intervening trays, and then damagea or its power or
control cables. In the staffss scenario is un ikely because the
ignition and flame spread resistances of the IEEE Std 383-qualified
cables installed at Shearon Harris and the presence of automatic
detection and suppression capabilities. The staff concludes, therefore,
that there is reasonable assurance the intervening cables will not
contribute to the loss of safe-shutdown capability in the event of a fire in
fire are. This is, therefore, an acceptable deviation from
Section tOTr5TP CMEB 9.5-1.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K

Licensina Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) for intervening combustibles.

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Basis Date: 5/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. The deviation was approved based on the existing separation, the automatic detection and suppression systems, and the on-site fire

brigade.

Unit Fire Area Name Descriotion

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A2

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Reference Document
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. Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Dicensina Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) for intervening combustibles.

Deviation E A deviation is requested from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of
NUREG-0800 from having to consider intervening combustibles between
the following equipment: 1) instrument rackiand ts related cable

Sandý) and its re ra and 2)
In rumen and its atem ý ,

AREA DESCRIPTION

Plant Location: Reactor Auxiliary Building Elevationm
Fire Area:ý SSA Area Fire Zone:
Other Saft onwn Equ pmenin n:
1. Air Handler s
2. Motor Contror~-ters•

13. 11Pumps
4. ir ander* 5. Air Handle":xr

6. Air Handler
7. 1 E angers
8. Exchangers
9. umps
1( um ps
11. IF a l)

12. Air Handler

13. ps

DISCUSSION

1. Instrument ra c is physically separated
from yet of distance. Power
c ableis routed in embedded conduit
excep a e pump w ere expose conduit is routed into the termination
box for the motor. This termination point is in excess of the 21 feet of
separation.

2. Instrument ra acrproddsthe suction
pressure tor the Sae uown ivision P ump.
This is the alternate indication provided for
level which is assigned o a e u own vision
These caes eare separated by approximately 50 feet of distance.

Intervening combustibles are present between these components in the
form of IEEE-383 cables. This location is provided with an~

s1ystem actuated by thermal detection. loniza ione 11c ors
ar sprovided in this location for fire detection. This zone has low

combustible loading as described in them
Additiona in orma ion or is area is

availaoie in icensee suominai_

CONCLUSION

CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following reasons:

1. Low combustible loading in the areas.
2. Suppression and detection systems ar
3. Instrument ra
separated from
4. Intervening corn esare esis
5. The power cable,
embedded conduit.

tided in the areas.
a) are physically

mately 21 feet.
EEE-383 cables.

i is routed in

Based on the fire prevention features provided, CP&L concludes that
further consideration of intervening combustibles would not greatly
enhance fire protection in this zone and provides an acceptable deviation
to NUREG-0800, Section C.5.b(2).
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) for intervening combustibles.

By letter dat•td hthe applicant identified the following
plant locations~r aRO N s'hutdown-related systems are not
separated and protected against fire damage in accordance with Section
C.5.b.(2) of BTP CMEB 9.5.1:

(1) reactor auxiliary building, elevationm
(2) reactor auxiliary building, elevationm

The redundant systems are separated by a horizontal distance of at least
16 ft. The locations are protected by andI- as delineated in the ' efter.pa eW eeto
occur in any of these locations, Oewou We ected before significant
flame propagation or room temperature rise occurred. The fire brigade
would then extinguish the fire, using manual fire fighting equipment. If
rapid fire propagation occurred before the arrival of the brigade, one
would expect the fire suppression system to actuate and limit fire spread,
reduce room temperatures, and protect vulnerable systems. Pending
actuation of the fire suppression system, the physical separation of
redundant systems is sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that one
shutdown division would remain free of fire damage. The staff concludes,
therefore, that the existing level of fire protection for the systems
identified in the applicants'a, letter is an acceptable
deviation from Section C.5" 9.5-1.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1 Section C.5.b.2(c) for providing a one-hour enclosure of the•

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitionel? Yes

Basis. Deviation was approved based on the installed features, which include separate cubicles separated by 3-hour barriers, automatic
suppression and detection installed in and adjacent to the ý , and the distance between the pumps.

Note that EC 60257 established two new fire areas e that were orginay part o
resetively. contains th• Pump, and

Uant
1 "

ue AreaNaMiP. Description
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A2
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A3

1

Reference Document Evalu2ato

Page 25 Exemption is requested from providing a one-hour rated enclosure of the
Pumps located in Fire Zone

e pumps are oca e approximately 17 feet
ape wi 1a r ra ed 11 foot concrete wall between them. The
pumps have a concrete ceiling at elevationE. Multi-cycle sprinklers
actuated by thermal detection is provided in each• and at
Elevationf. Ionization smoke detection is prov~d'-id'tTT~`g hout the
entire fire zone. Hose stations, portable extinguishers, and manual alarm
stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire loading in the
fire zone is low at BTU/SF. Access ino them
is throughsesm =-esignedaitghtdoo wh a ea ou o

Also, access to Elevationo is limited to only a

areas. On me oasis of its review, the stan co-nuces that this
combination of protection provides a level of protection equivalent to that
specified in Section C.5.b of the staffs guidelines.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K

Licensina A tion

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, C.5.b.(2)(b) from consideration of intervening combustibles.

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

BssDta 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: Deviation was approved based on a combination of separation (greater than 20 feet between redundant components), automatic
sprinkler coverage in the zones under consideration, and the use of IEEE-383 cable.

Unil Fare Area Name .i

1'-REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A2

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A3.

Reference Document
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report
Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, C.5.b.(2)(b) from consideration of intervening combustibles.

Pages 23-24 From the submittal:

Exemptions are requested from consideration of intervening
combustibles in the case of IEEE-383 qualified cable insulation running
in ladder type open cable trays near ceiling level between the following
pieces of equipment listed by fire zone below:

cable trays run in excess Or 14 Tetl vertical distance Trom tnel
The are located approximate and ae sParated by

walls. These walls extend perpendicular
Trom Newest wall at column B. See ion a for description of
location of fire breaks in cable trays. Multi-cycle sprinklers, actuated by
thermal detectors are installed in the fire zone over all safety related
equipment. Ionization detection is provided throughout the fire zone.
Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm stations are
available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire loading in the fire zone is
low at= BTU/SF. Floor drains are installed.

The cable trays

run in excess OT 14 Teet venical distance trom te pump s
is required to operate during maintenance outage or
These pumps are located more than 100 feet apart hozon a y. rain
cable trays are located app oximatey
10feethorizona y o ewes an ouve

Sl other cables re run in cond eemodilcaton . for

on of location of fire breaks in cable trays.

Multi-cycle sprinklers, actuated by thermal detectors are installed in the
fire zone over all safety related equipment. Ionization detection is
provided throughout the fire zone. Hose stations, portable extinguishers
and manual alarm stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone.
Fire loading in the fire zone is= BTU/SF. Floor drains are installed.

The cable

tray aescricec in te aoove are aiso between the
•ne are also over 100 feet

the atter pump

is located in -ire £one

The cable trays run in excess of 14 feet vertical distance from the
pumps. These pumps are located about 180 feet apart but each has less
than 20 feet horizontal distance from cable trays running in the area. See
modification 14.c) for description of location of fire breaks in cable trays.

Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by thermal detectors are installed over
safety-related equipment in Fire Zone where

is located and Fire Zonn
w rs located. Ionization so e eecion is provi ed
throug o o0 re ones.

Fire loading in Fire Zone qw 0t
BTU/SF and in Fire Zone is ow at

BTU/SF. Hose aanual alarm
are available in and adjacent to the fire zones. Floor drains are

installed.

The cable trays run in
excess or 14 teet verticai distance Trom %tn and are located
approximately 17 feet to the east. These trays are also located outside
thee. See Modification 14d for a description of the location of
fire% ine cable trays.

Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by the thermal detectors are installed in
almost the entire fire zone. Ionization smoke detection is provided
throughout the fire zone. Hose stations, portable extinguishers, and
manual alarm stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire
loading in the fire zone is low at= BTU/SF.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, C.5.b.(2)(b) from consideration of intervening combustibles.

From the Modifications section of the submittal:.

14. Cable trays acting as a source of intervening combustibles between
redundant safety related equipment will be provided with fire breaks. The
cable trays so equipped are listed below for Fire Zoný

a pMas within 20 ft ofý in the
Nort an as est directions. Since ey o no run between
redundant equipment they are not provided with firebreaks.

North-uT-5 anocasT7-avest directions. Since They cannot convey a
between the redundant units, they are not provided with fire breaks.

Page 12 DEVIATIONS REQUESTED:
1. Partial suppression and detection within the fire area.
2. Deviation from providing one-hour rated enclosures.
3. Deviation from considering IEEE-383 cable as an intervening
combustible.
4. Deviation from consideringý as an intervening combustible.
5. Deviation from providing 2d.-eration.

* (For details of the deviations, refer to CP&L5s
Attachment 1, Pages 20, 21, 22, 23,24 & 25 em which is
described below).

Deviation from considering IEEE-383 cable and pump lubricating oil as
an Intervening combustible:
Auxiliary The cable trays run
in excess or 14 reet verical distance trom tne pumps. Themare
located approximately 30 feet apart and are separated by•
walls. These walls extendd" perpendicular Nwest
wall at see Mo ion ar description of location of fire
breaks in ca =erays). Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by thermal
detectors are installed in the fire zone over all safety-related equipment.
Ionization detection is provided throughout the fire zone. Hose stations,
portable extinguishers, and manual alarm stations are available in and
adjacent to the fire tone. Fire loading in the fire zone is low at
BTU/sq. ft. Floor drains are installed.

is located approximately 15 feet

;e W n ispump contains~ 0 f
Il with a.This oil is contained~!fi ane

motor housing. aspi Wioccur, adequate floor drains have been
provided. The same protection and detection as stated above is also
provided above this pump.

Note that the lube oil is not specifically addressed in them but was
clearly part of the submitted information.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensino Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, C.5.b.(2)(b) from consideration of intervening combustibles.

From theE (items in 0 do not apply to this area):

(3) Intervening Combustible Material

Fire Zones

These zones are located in fire area Deviations are requested
from the requirement to provide 20 f separation, free of intervening
combustible materials, for the following equipment:

- "icompornen

-compone
-serviceI

-charging

-condenser

Each of the above listed pieces of equipment is separated from the
redundant train by more than 20 ft; however, there are intervening cable
trays that contain Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
383-rated cables. Fire stops consisting of noncombustible materials such
as 1-hour-rated fire barriers or penetration seals are provided in the
intervening cable trays. The fire stops serve to prevent the spread of
flame along the cable trays between the redundant equipment. Full
automatic sprinkler coverage is provided in all of the zones. On the basis
of its review, the staff concludes that the full automatic sprinkler
coverage in addition to the cable tray fire stops will provide a level of
protection equivalent to that specified in Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C:5.a for Special Purpose Doors.

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: Deviation was approved based on the door's substantial construction, multiple-point locking mechanism, and the lack of a fire
exposure threat to the doors.

Unit Fire Area Name Descriotion

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2 BALANCE

1 CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

1 - CONTROL ROOM COMPLEX

1 •HEATING, VENTILATING, AND INSTRUMENT REPAIRS,
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A2

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B1

1 - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
J

1 •SWITCHGEAR ROOM B IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

M L FUEL HANDLING BUILDING BALANCE OF AREAS

1 - FUEL HANDLING BUILDING FUEL POOL HEAT
EXCHANGERS

1 - OUTSIDE YARD

1 - TURBINE GENERATOR BUILDING

Reference Document D eivtion

Attachment Carolina Power & Light Company hereby submits additional information
concerning fire doors at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power plant
(SHNPP). The attached information is submitted in response to=

M)Open Item Number 8 concerning Fire

Carolina Power & Light Company will provide doors with a 1-1/2 or 3 hour
rating having been tested by a nationally recognized testing laboratory
except in those areas where design requirements specify the use of
special doors. These special doors are listed in the attached table.
These doors have specialty functions such as tornado/missile shield
required for non-fire protection plant design requirements. As such, these
doors have not been documented by the manufacturers as concerns
hourly fire rating.
Details of specific door designs are also attached. In conjunction with the
designs, the attached table outlines specific door locations and provides
plant features and conditions which mitigate the need-for rested or listed

doors. It is our position that the door details and the attached table
combine to justify the doors as adequate to maintain the integrity of the
fire barriers in which they are installed and do not have an adverse effect
on the ability to safely shutdown the plant in the event of a fire.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB.9.5-1, Section C.5.a for Special Purpose Doors.

In thE the staff stated that door openings in fire-rated barriers werenot prov-"id with Underwriters Laboratory (UL)-listed fire door
assemblies that have ratings commensurate with the fire ratings of the

walls in which they are installed. The staff considered this issue
unresolved.

By letter dated ed the applicant committed to provide
doors with a 1 - our or - our-fire rating as determined by the test
method of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard
E-1 19 when conducted by a nationally recognized independent testing
laboratory. This commitment applies to all door openings in fire-rated
barriers, as delineated by the applicants, except where plant design
requirements specify the use of special-purpose doors. Where UL-listed
doors are installed, the protection of doorways in fire-rated walls
complies with Section C.5.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 (NUREG-0800) and is,
therefore, acceptable.

The doorways are delineated in the
applicants' letter o e are
doors such a ones a serve unc ions
other than sos reviewed the design and
construction of the doors and their respective locations within the plant to
determine their fire resisting capability on the basis of the relative fire
hazard in the area where thev are installed. The doors are constructed of

pins.=a re occurred in the vicinity of one of the special-purpose doors,
the mass of the door would provide a thermal heat sink that would
require a significant fire exposure to raise the temperature of the steel to
its yield point. Unequal thermal expansion of the door and its frame
which could cause warping of the door will be prevented by the
multiple-point steel locking pins. The locations within the plant where the
special-purpose doors are installed do not contain significant amounts of
combustible material that, in the staffs opinion, would provide a fire
exposure capable of causing failure of the doors.

On the basis of its evaluation, the staff concludes that the applicants'
special purpose fire doors are an acceptable deviation from Section
C.5.a of the fire protection guidelines contained in BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) from having to provide' a one-hour barrier between redundant instrument
racks.

Basis Date& 5/31/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basiss The deviation was approved based on the physical separation between the instrument racks, the installed automatic detection and
suppression systems, the embedment of the cables except at the instrument racks, and other features noted in the submittal.

Unit .ie Area Name Descriation

1 I REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B1

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B2

Reference Document D taluation

Deviation C The submittal states:

SUMMARY
A deviation is requested from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2) of
NUREG-0800 from having to provide a one-hour fire rated barrier
between

AREA DESCRIPTION
Plant Location: Reactor Auxiliary Building ElevationI
Fire Area:I SSA Area: Fire Zone:
Other Safe-S 7•own Equ pme1-T•! the e
1. Chilled Water Pumps
2. Condenser Water Circulating Pumps (Chilled Water Systems)
3. Closed Expansion Tanks (Chilled Water Systems)
4. HVAC Chillers
5. Air Handling Units
6. Cable for Safe Shutdown Systems Listed in the•

DISCUSSION
Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by thermal detection are provided above
the instrument racks. Ionization-type smoke detection is provided above
the instrument racks. Hose stations, portable fire extinguishers, and
manual alarm stations are provided in and adjacent to the fire zone.
Intervening combustibles presently are in the form of fire resistant
IEEE-383 cables with fire breaks between the racks. The combustible
loading in this fire zone is moderate and is described in theI

•'i•ial

Information Tor ons area is ava iable in icensee suomlrtaii
datedc

The instrument racks identified above initiate•
isolation signals. The instrument racks are separa e y approximately
18 feet of distance. Their related cables, identified above, are routed in
embedded conduit within the zone in question with the only exposed
portions at the terminal box connection on each rack.

CONCLUSION
CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following reasons:
1. Suppression and detection systems are provided in the area.
2. Hose stations, portable fire extinguishers, and manual alarm stations
are provided in and adjacent to the fire.

3. Separation of approximately 18 feet is provided.
4. Related cables are routed in embedded conduits.
5. Intervening combustibles are IEEE-383 cables with fire breaks
between the racks.

Based on the above, a commensurate level of protection in lieu of the
one-hour fire rated barrier has been provided for this area.
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section .C.5.b(2) from having to provide a one-hour barrier between redundant instrument
racks.

Themstates:

Safe Shutdown Capability

By letter dateeI dM hthe applicant identified the following
plant locations eee an hutdown-related systems are not
separated and protected against fire damage in accordance with Section
C.5.b.(2) of BTP CMEB 9.5.1:

(1) reactor auxiliary building, elevationm
(2) reactor auxiliary building, elevationm

The redundant systems are separated by a horizontal distance of at least
16 ft. The locations are protected by fire detection and suppression
systems as delineated in them letter. If a fire were to
occur in any of these locatio s, e e ected before significant
flame propagation or room temperature rise occurred. The fire brigade
would then extinguish the fire, using manual fire fighting equipment. If
rapid fire propagation occurred before the arrival of the brigade, one
would expect the fire suppression system to actuate and limit fire spread,
reduce room temperatures, and protect vulnerable systems. Pending
actuation of the fire suppression system, the physical separation of
redundant systems is sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that one
shutdown division would remain free of fire damage. The staff concludes,
therefore, that the existing level of fire protection for the systems
identified in the applicanti, letter is an acceptable
deviation from Section C. o 9.5-1.

Note that elevation of
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2)(a) for not providing a 3-hour fire barrier between redundant equipment.

Basis Dates 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis.: The deviation was approved based on low fuel loading and limited access to the area.

Unit Fire Area Name- Description

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
K

Reference Document Doc.Detail Evaution

Page 30-31 Request exemption from providing 3 hour fire rated enclosure for the
following equipment in the Main Steam Tunnel, Fire Zone

Junction uoxes

The exemption request is based on negligible in-situ and transient
combustibles in the Main Steam Tunnel Fie Zone~

nTiThem isopen to the affio!ere and the
ea Frnam pos u sae iewo ssipate into the atmosphere. In

addition, access to the m andd is by
stairs which makes intor additona ransten corn us es,
such as a drum of oil, very unlikely.

Main Steam Tunnel (Fire Zone ý

The main steam tunnel is open to the atmosphere. Redundant
equipment consists of several air- and motor-operated valves. The
redundant equipment is separated by less than 20 ft. The in situ fuel
loading is negligible. Because of the low fuel loading and limited access
to the steam tunnel, the staff concludes that the addition of 3-hour-rated

fire barriers to separate the redundant valves would not greatly enhance
fire protection.
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..Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

,icensina Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b(2)(c)

B 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on the installed automatic suppression systems and that the air-handlers only provide local
cooling.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 •.., . " - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A2

1. • REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Reference Document i El.tin

Pages 22-23 , Request exemption from providing 1 hour fire rated barriers in the
following fire zones:

- Exemption is requested from 1 hour
searaion oair aner based on
negligible combustible los . e Wreun Wa .IPraW e9 feet apart
and a 6 inch curb is provided to prevent oil spills. Multi-cycle sprinklers,
actuated by thermal detection were added in the zone because of other
redundant air handling units more than 20 feet apart. Manual alarm

stations, hose stations and portable extinguishers are available in and
adjacent to the fire zone. Fireloading in the fire zone is low ati
BTU/SF.

Exemption from separation by 1 hour rated
e os ris eeoair handling units

located TO0 close to
m ion criteria in sprinere areas. ese units are located

approximately 10 feet apart from their redundant counterparts. There are
intervening combustibles. Multi-cycle sprinklers, actuated by thermal
detectors are provided in almost the entire fire zone. Early warning
ionization smoke detection is provided throughout the entire fire zone.
Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm stations are

available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire loading in the fire zone is
low atM BTU/SF. Floor drains will drain any oil spill from the units.

Form them

(2) One-Hour-Rated Fire Barriers

Fire Zones_

These fire zones are located within fire area . A deviation has

been requested from providing I-hour-rated ire- arners between
redundant air handling units

. The redundant pairs of air nanoiing units are ocated inrougnout ire

ar a- Each set of air handlers consists of redundant A and B
uni s ris adequate separation between pairs (A and B) of units to
preclude the loss of more than one pair in a fire.

The redundant (A and B) air handling units are•
approximatelym Automatic suppression an ion systems are
provided over ea set of redundant air handlers, The redundant air
handling units function only as local coolers. On the basis of its
evaluation, the staff concludes that, because of the automatic

suppression systems and the fact that the air handling units provide only
local cooling, a fire that would damage redundant air handling units
would result only in the loss of local cooling. It, therefore, concludes that
the addition of I-hour-rated fire barriers between the redundant air
handlers would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b.(2)(b) and (c) from providing 1-hour enclosures for the equipment listed, and
from consideration of IEEE-383 cable as an intervening combustible. . .....

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved, but was granted from Section C.5.b.(2)(b) for intervening combustibles since greater than 20 feet
existed between the redundant components and automatic suppression and detection was available for all applicable zones.

iFire Area Name Descriptin
1 "REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA

B1
1 •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA

B2

Reference Document Doc. Detai Evaluation

Page 31-32, Items 4 &
5

4. Request exemption from providing 1 hour fire rated enclosures for one
train, eithe of the following equipment located in Fire Zone

In each cas equipment is separated from the
redundat uipment by at least 135 ft. The exemption
equest a ate combustible loading= BTU/SF) for

Fire Zone a) as well as provision of many
actye fi rotection features in Fire Zone

include early warning ionization
ec o 0 e e ie zone, multi-cycle sprinklers actuated

by thermal detection throughout almost the entire fire zone, and provision
of hose stations, portable fire extinguishers, and manual alarm stations
in, and adjacent to the fire zone. Also, the floor drainage system layout
would prevent the spread of combustible liquid resulting from an oil spill.

5. Exemption is requested from consideration of intervening
combustibles in the case of IEEE-383 qualified cable insulation running
in ladder type open cable trays near ceiling level. The cable trays
involved are located between the following safety-related equipment:

See modification 11 a for a description of the locations of fire breaks in
cable trays.

Modification 11 a-

11. Cable trays acting as a source of intervening combustibles between
redundant safety related equipment will be provided with fire breaks.*
The cable trays so equipped are listed below for Fire Zoneý

* Fire breaks are provided as described in the FSAR Section 9.5-1. As a
minimum, at least one fire break will be provided between the redundant
safety-related equipment.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

"i nsin Actio

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b.(2)(b) and (c) from providing 1-hour enclosures for the equipment listed, and
from consideration of IEEE-383 cable as an intervening combustible.

Intervening Combustible Material
Fire Zones
These zones a e in fire area M Deviations are requested
from the requirement to provide 20 separation, free of intervening
combustible materials, for the following equipment:

- heating ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) •

codenwter pu imp

Each of the above listed pieces of equipment is separated from the
redundant train by more than 20 ft; however, there are intervening cable
trays that contain Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
383-rated cables. Fire stops consisting of noncombustible materials such
as 1-hour-rated fire barriers or penetration seals are provided in the
intervening cable trays. The fire stops serve to prevent the spread of

fla me along the cable trays between the redundant equipment. Full
automatic sprinkler coverage is provided in all of the zones. On the basis
of its review, the staff concludes that the full automatic sprinkler
coverage in addition to the cable tray fire stops will provide a level of
protection equivalent to that specified in Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines.
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.5.b.2(B) from providing 20-foot separation between the

BssDt: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on the combination of fire protection features, which included a full automatic suppression and
detection systems, and spatial separation.

Unit Fire Area Name- REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 -ANALYSIS AREA
A2

Reference Document DEvalation

Pages 24 and 25 From the submittal:

Exemptions are requested from providing 20-foot separation between
redundant equipment located in the fire zones below:

Component Coolingý

a n e n c uaII 
iduring main enance ou age o Here is a 2- 00

separation from the motor of el lp. separation between the

wln no iniervening comous itoes.

Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by the thermal detectors are installed in
almost the entire fire zone. Ionization smoke detection is provided
throughout the fire zone. Hose stations, portable extinguishers; and
manual alarm stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire
loading in the fire zone is low at= BTU/SF.

Floor drains are installed. A fire watch will be provided il is

out of service for more than seven days. Multi-cycle sp ers aua ed
by the thermal detectors are installed in almost the entire fire zone.
Ionization smoke detection is provided throughout the fire zone. Hose
stations, portable extinguishers, and manual alarm stations are available
in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire loading in the fire zone is low at
- BTU/SF.

Thte m ae located in fire zone within fire area
e is separated I by

approximately e is separate more an 100 ft.
Full automatic suppression an e ec on systems are provided in the
area. If theýis out of service for more than 7 days, a fire
watch will bees- a isad in the area. Separating the

= pump by an additional 5 ft will not greatly, enhaonce Pre ecr PROn
""fe basis of its review, the staff concludes that this combination of

protection provides a level of protection equivalent to that specified in
Section C.5.b of the staffs guidelines.
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP Section 9.5-1, Section C.6.a for detection in areas with safety related equipment.

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitiened? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved. based. on low~combustible loading and redundant equipment being located in a separate fire area.

Note that the submittal did not specify a section of the BTP. The separation guidelines of Section C.5.b do not require separation if a
three hour barrier separates redundant equipment, which is true in this case. The area does contain safety-related equipment, and
Section C.6.a required detection in such areas. In th the conclusion of the section discussing this deviation
(among several others) states that the requirements o ion are met.

Unit . Are a NArea Name- AUXILIARY RESERVOIR SCREENING STRUCTURE

Reference Document . D i..vaa

Page 37 Safety Trai equipment and cables in conduit could be exposed
to a fire with=11 re area. However, the set of equipment exposed to a

fire is not required for shutdown.

Exemption Requests and Justification
1. Request exemption from providing detection for Fire Area-

-Combustible loading in the fire area is negligible ass an

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire
protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines has been provided:

(9) Emergency

The emergencyr contains
pumps and non-sa e r a A deviayaons
requested from providing fire iec on in e areas In the event of a fire

in this area, service water can be provided from the main reservoir
through valves and piping located in another fire area. The combustible
loading in the area is low. Because of the provision of redundant
equipment in another fire area, the staff concludes that the addition of
fire detectors to the emergency service water screening structure would

not greatly enhance fire protection.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the fire protection safe
shutdown, with the approved deviations, meets the staff guidelines
Section C.5.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is, therefore, acceptable.
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, BTP Section C.5.a (4) for fire dampers in exterior Walls.

Basis Date: 10/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis. Based on the barriers not being contiguous fire barriers, this Was judged to be acceptable. The submittal letter was referenced in the
,but this particular deviation from NFPA 90A was not noted in them - It is being included here to

ensure i ean aoe NP licensing basis.

Unit
1

FireArea Name.
EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE. STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)
EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER INTAKE STRUCTURE
(MAIN RESERVOIR)
SWITCHGEAR ROOM A IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING
SWITCHGEAR ROOM B IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

1

Reference Document Do. DEv in

Page 42 From the submittal:

C.5.a(4) Penetration openings for ventilation systems will be protected by
fire dampers having a rating equivalent to that required of the barrier per
NFPA-90A, "Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems" with the following
exceptions:*

i) Exhaust and intakes at exterior walls, stacks and roofs.
Because these walls are not contiguous with fire areas it was not

necessary to provide fire dampers.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, CMEB BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.g,.from the requirements to provide 8-hour emergency lights for cold shutdown
actions, and to allow use of the lights backed by the security diesel for access to the diesel generator building.

Basis Date: 5/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

as Deviation from providing battery-backed lighting was approved on the basis that providing 8-hr battery backed lighting for cold
shutdown actions would provide little to no benefit.

Deviation to use the security diesel backed lighting foraccess to the EDG rooms was based on no fire requiring access to these

areas would also affect the security diesel.

Note that this is also listed among.the "General Deviations" in HNP-E-ELEC-0001.

Unit Fare Area Name' Description

_ _ - ,AUXILIARY CONTROL PANEL ROOM

Reference Document Do, D i E tion
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Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensino Action

Deviation from NUREG-0800, CMEB BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.g, from the requirements to provide 8-hour emergency lights for cold shutdown
actions, and to allow use of the lights backed by the security diesel for access to the diesel generator building.

Deviation A The deviation request reads as follows:

SUMMARY

A deviation is requested from BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.g of NUREG-0800
from having to provide self-contained emergency lights for access and
egress routes (1) to perform cold shutdown operations and (2) in certain

* outdoor areas to safe shutdownequipment.

DESCRIPTION
1. There are plant areas (such as containment) which require eight-hour
emergency lighting units for cold shutdown manual operations.

In our response to NRC questioni
W; CP&L showed that approac o•co s u own cou commence
a ximately four to eight hours subsequent to the fire. SHNPP
contends that the benefits of eight-hour battery powered emergency
lighting would be minimal for these cold shutdown activities..SHNPP
proposes to provide dedicated portable emergency lightingrfor those
areas which require cold shutdown manual operations and access and
egress routes thereto which would occur approximately four hours or
later after the fire started. The portable lights will be clearly marked "For

Use During Cold Shutdown After a Fire Only." The capacity of the lights
will be checked once every six months.

2. As part of our alternative shutdown steps, the controls for the
emergency diesel must be verified. These controls are located away from
theI . Fixed emergency
ligh ing will 5e provioeo ai me control panel. .owever, SHNPP believes
that lighting powered by our i provide sufficient illumination
for access and egress in the ou--• i 0r rom the power block to the
diesel generator building.

CONCLUSION

1. CP&L believes that this deviation is justified for the following reasons:
a. The dedicated portable emergency lighting is not used to achieve hot
shutdown.
b. The portable emergency lights are used for cold shutdown manual
operations and access and egress thereto which would not be needed
until four hours or later after the fire.

Based on the above, CP&L believes that the addition of eight-hour
emergency lighting units in these areas would not enhance the safe
shutdown capability of the plant, and the dedicated portable lighting units
would provide greater flexibility and versatility.

2. CP&L believes that the use of emergency lights powered by the
security diesels will provide sufficient lighting for the operator to transit
from the power block to the Diesel Generator Building and is technically

equivalent to the guidance provided in BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.g of
NUREG-0800.

Note that today these portable lights are marked for safe shutdown use
only, and the cold shutdown stipulation is not included. This does not
change the commitment to provided dedicated portable lights to
complete these actions.
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'" Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from NUREG-0800, CMEB BTP 9.5-1, Section C.5.g, from the requirements to provide 8-hour emergency lights for cold shutdown
actions, and to allow use of the lights backed by the security diesel for access to the diesel generator building.

By letter datede the applicants requested approval of
two deviations m con . .g. of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, to the extent that
it stated that 8-hour battery-powered lighting units should be installed in
certain locations. The applicants propose to utilize portable lights in
locations that must be traversed to perform cold-shutdown-related
manual operations. These operations need not commence before 8
hours after onset of a fire, by which time the emergency lighting units'
battery power supplies would be spent and normal plant lighting would be
restored. The staff concludes that no benefit would be derived by
installing 8-hour battery-powered emergency lighting units in these cold
shutdown locations. The use of hand lights as a supplement to normal
plant lighting in these locations, and in access routes thereto, is,
therefore, an acceptable deviation from Section C.5.g. of BTP CMEB
9.5-1.

The applicants also requested approval to rely on the security perimeter
lighting in the outdoor area from the power block to the diesel generator
building. The security lights are powered from the dedicated security
diesel. The applicants stated that the security lighting system provides
sufficient illumination for an operator to traverse this area and that any

,, • postulated fire capable of requiring an operator to travel to the diesel
generator building will not interrupt power from the security diesel. On
these bases, the staff concludes that the absence of 8-hour
battery-powered emergency lights in the yard area is an acceptable
deviation from Section C.5.g of BTP CMEB 9.5-1.
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LicensingAction Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from providing 1-hour fire rated enclosures for one train of HVAC equipment in•

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on separation, install6d sprinkler coverage, and that the redundant units only provide local area
cooling.

Unoh. Fire Area Name Descriotion

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B1

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B2

Reference Document

From the submittal:,Page 31, Item 3

nclosures for one
u11 located in Fire

ese air nana ing

The-exemption request is based on moderate combustible loading
BTU/SF) for Fire Zone ) as well

asipovson of many active fire pro ec ion ea ures. c ye re protection
features in Fire Zonen) include early
warning ionization de ec ion roug ou e en ire ire zone, multi-cycle
sprinklers actuated by thermal detection throughout almost the entire fire
zone, and provision of hose stations, portable fire extinguishers, and
manual alarm station in, and adjacent to the fire zone. Also, the floor
drainage system layout would prevent the spread of combustible liquid
resulting from an oil spill.

From them concerning an evaluation of whether the installed features
provided a-evel of protection equivalent to that of Section C.5.b of
NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1.

n ougnOu e a e0 Lacn set ot air nandilers consists ot
redundant= •re is adequate separation betweer" of p eue the loss of more than one pair in a fire.--aF-
a undant' air handling units are separated by approximately

10 ft. Auto ppression and detection systems are provided over
each set of redundant air handlers, The redundant air handling units
function only as local coolers. On the basis of its evaluation, the staff
concludes that, because of the automatic suppression systems and the
fact that the air handling units provide only local cooling, a fire that would
damage redundant air handling units would result only in the loss of local
cooling. It, therefore, concludes that the addition of 1-hour-rated fire
barriers between the redundant air handlers would not greatly enhance
fire protection.

In the above -discussion, note that only Fire Zonea a
within the curren I Analysis Area.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from providing a 1-hr fire barrier for charging pumps, and for consideration of intervening combustibles.

Basis Date-, 6/1/1985

itioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation was approved based on a combination of features determined to provide an equivalent level of protection. The

features credited include 3-hr concrete barriers between the pumps, automatic suppression and detection, and 17 ft. of separation.

Unit FireAea Name Description

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Reference Document

Pages 24 and 25

Evaluation

Regarding a 1-hr fire barrier betweene, the submittal
states the followingW

"5. Exemption to requested from providing a one-hour rated enclosure of
telocated in Fire

I ne pumps are ioca~eo approximately
17 a7 a wi a o ed 11 foot
concrete wall between them. The pumps have aW
elevationo. Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by erma
detection is provided in each pump room and at ElevationE.
Ionization smoke detection is provided throughout the entire
fire zone. Hose stations, portable extinguishers, and manual alarm
stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Fire loading in the
fire zone is low at= BTU/SF. Access into the
is through seismic signed air-tightdoo whic ave a our o
six-inch high step-up. Also, access to Elevation is limited to only a

Regarding intervening combustibles, the submittal states the following:

3. Exemptions are requested from consideration of intervening
combustibles in the case of IEEE-383 qualified cable insulation running

* . in ladder type open cable trays near ceiling level between the following
pieces of equipment listed by fire zone below:

- The cable trays run in
ecso ee eIa ic nero p and are located

* approximately 17 feet to the east. These trays are also located outside
the pump rooms. See Modification 14a for a description of the location of
fire breaks in the cable trays. Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by the
thermal detectors are installed in almost the entire fire zone. Ionization
smoke detection is provided throughout the fire zone. Hose stations,
portable extinguishers, and manual alarm stations are available in and
adjacent to the fire zone. Fire loading in the fire zone is low atn
BTU/SF."

Note that Modification 14d of the submittal discusses fire breaks in cable
trays near the e , not 14a as stated in the submittal.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensinf Action

Deviation from providing a 1-hr fire barrier for charging pumps, and for consideration of intervening combustible's.

Regarding the inter
(Note that fire zones

wing

"(3) Intervening Combustible Material
Fire Zones
These zones are located in Tire area .evia ions are requested
from the requirement to provide 20 saration, free of intervening
combustible materials, for the following equipment:
- auxiliary feedwater pump=
- component cooling waterpup
-component cooling water heate anger
- service water booster pum p s
-charging pumps•
-heating ventilation, an air con i ioning 'AC) chillers=

P ter puemps
-condenser water cirMIa paE L

Each of the above listed pieces of equipment is separated from the
redundant train by more than 20 ft; however, there are intervening cable
trays that contain Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
383-rated cables. Fire stops consisting of noncombustible materials such
as 1-hour-rated fire barriers or penetration seals are provided in the
intervening cable trays. The fire stops serve to prevent the spread of
flame along the cable trays between the redundant equipment. Full
automatic sprinkler coverage is provided in all of the zones. On the basis
of its review, the staff concludes that the full automatic sprinkler
coverage in addition to the cable tray fire steps will provide a level of
protection equivalent to that specified in Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines."

For the Charging Pumps in particular,= states the following:

"(5)•

The charging pumps are also located in fire zone The pumps
are separated by approximately 17 ft and are Io M, individual
concrete cubicles that are 3-hour-rated fire barriers. The airtight door to
each pump room is not a fire-rated door. Automatic suppression and
detection systems are provided in each pump room and in adjacent
areas. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that this
combination of protection provides a level of protection equivalent to that
specified in Section C.5.b of the staffs guidelines."
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, Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy

Licensina Action

Deviation from providing automatic fire detection and suppression

Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

system throughout the area

Basis Datea 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The deviation.was approved based on the low.combustible loading and existing fire protection features.

In the submittal and
suppression. This was no e in

Note that since thee
C.5.b(2)(b)of the . Howe , esame
redundant components.

which does not require area wide

- the deviation may have been applicable to Section
rn from providing a 3-hour fire barrier between

Description

REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT I -ANALYSIS AREA
K

Unit FieArea Name

Reference Document

Page 29 Request exemption from provision of automatic fire detection and
suppression system throughout the entire Area Justification,
by fire zone, is listed below:

•T.No automatic fire detection or suppression is provided based

on negligible combustible loading 0 BTU/SF).
anua a arm s ations,. portable fire g nose stations are

available in adjacent fire zones.

In some areas the fire protection for safe shutdown capability deviates
from the staffs guidelines. The staff has reviewed the applicants' fire
protection measures in these areas to determine if a level of safety
equivalent to the technical requirements of Section C.5.b of the staffs
guidelines has been provided:

ME

(1) Partial Suppression and Detection
Fire AreA
This fire area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building
on eleva evtti
The applicants e er I entifies various zones
within fire area the e op ovi e with complete automatic
suppression an or action systems. The staff has evaluated the fire
protection features of these zones and concludes that, because of the
low combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and
existing protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy

Licensina Action

Deviation from providing full area suppression.

Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

BssDt: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: Deviations were granted based upon existing fire protection featuressuch as-detection, partial suppression, separation, and low
in-situ combustibles per

UnitFire Area Nam Descrition

CONTAINMENT BUILDING, ALL LEVELS

Reference Document . i Eautn

Page 67 From the submittal:

As listed above, multi-cycle sprinklers are located over charcoal filters,

cable trays and required equipment. An exemption from
providing sprinklers throughout the entire fire area is requested.

The redundant cables, equipment and associated non-safetycircuits
necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions in this fire
area meet Appendix R to 10CFR50 Paragraph III.G.2.D separation..
criteria. Automatic multi-cycle sprinkler systems actuated by thermal
detection are provided over cable penetration areas, Fire Zones

) Early
warning ionization detection is also provided over aii electrical cable tray.

From theE:

Fire Ae

This fire area consists of all levels within containment. All cables and
equipment in this area needed for safe shutdown are provided with fire
protection in accordance with Section C.5.b of the staffi' guidelines.
Sprinkler systems are provided for the electrical cable trays, electrical

penetration areas, and the charcoal filter housings. The areas without
sprinkler systems contain low combustible loadings. On the basis of its
evaluation, the staff concludes that, because of the lack of in-situ
combustible material and limited access, the addition of complete
suppression and/or detection systems inside containment would not
greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 for conduit above the suspended ceiling and

BssDt: 11/1/1983

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The bases for approval of the deviation included low fuel loading, installed smoke detectors, and the continual manning of the control
room.

Unit Fare Area Name Description

1 M CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

Reference Document D.tlaJaIIf

Page 85 The submittal states:

"As stated in all cables entering the control room
terminate there. o ca es are rou ed through the control room from one
area to another. There are no raised floors in the control room. There is a

ne ie olaing as ow, ess nan ~ousq.n.No
Nsuppression system is provided. T~he eae ree un ant safety related
radiation monitoring cables, installed in conduits and in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.75, located above the suspended ceiling. As stated
in the Fire Hazards Analysis, the combustible
loading in the Control Room is consi ere neg igi e e 24 hour

occupancy of the Control Room combined with the availability of fire
extinguishers and hose stations mitigate the effects of an exposure fire.

The Control Room suspended ceiling is aluminum luminous louver type,
egg crate construction. A perforated duct located above the hung ceiling
introduces air into the control room. The space above the hung ceiling
does not contain any cable tray, only conduits.

Conduits 4 inch and smaller in diameter run through this space. Smoke
detectors will be provided on the south side of the Control Room
reinforced concrete ceiling, as well as below the hung ceiling. The

conduit will be sealed in accordance with NUREG-0800 criteria.
Automatic suppression will not be provided, as there is no fire loading in
the space between the hung ceiling and the concrete ceiling.

The applicable section of them states:

"All cables entering the control room terminate there. No cables are
routed through the control room from one area to another. There are no
raised floors in the control room.

ere are
re un an Iaey-reae a a ion on ing esinsaedinconduits
above the suspended ceiling.

The control room suspended ceiling is the aluminum luminous louver
type, egg-crate construction. A perforated duct located above the hung
ceiling introduces air into the control room. The space above the hung
ceiling does not contain any cable tray, only conduits.

Smoke detectors will be provided on the south side of the control room
reinforced concrete ceiling, as well as below the hung ceiling.

Because of the low fuel loading and the small size of them,
combined with the installed early warning smoke detection "an
continuous manning of the control room, the staff finds the installation of
conduits in the control room ceiling, the omission of a suppression
system in them, [and the omission of a sprinkler system in the
peripheral roomsa-cceptable deviations from Section C.7.b of BTP
CMEB 9.5-1."

(The portion in brackets is not applicable to this particular deviation.)
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K

Licensing Action

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 for conduit above the suspended ceiling

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

an
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 for the areas peripheral to the control room.

B 5/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: The peripheral areas to the control room are not separated from the control room by 1-hr rated fire barriers and an automatic water
" suppression system as required by Section C.7.b. .The deviation was approved based on low fuel loading, the installed detection

system, the continuous manning of the control room; and the installation of an automatic sprinkler in the office / kitchen area.

Unit Fire Area Name" Description

1 CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

Reference Document Doc. Detail
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 for the areas peripheral to the control room.

Attachment 1 As detailed below, this letter was in response to a request for additional
information concerning Section C.7.b for the Control Room Complex.

"Question:
BTP 9.5-1, Section C.7.b states: "Peripheral rooms in the control room
complex should have automatic suppression and should be separated
from the control room by noncombustible construction with a fire
resistance rating of one hour. How does the SHNPP meet this
guidance?

Response:........ "....... ....

SHNPP control room fire area as shown in FSAR figure 9.5.A-10, is not
protected with an automatic suppression system. This was found
sacceptable by the NRCA in Supplement . As
shown in FSA the wall betwe eR sfin=H on5r Board
(MCB) area an a n e M nal Cabinet/living quarters (MTC) area is
not shown as a rated barrier. In our comparison to BTP 9.5-1
(NUREG-0800), Section C.7.b, date,, CP&L
addressed this area. The MTC area is an ex ension o the MCB area. It
is an integral part of the main control room habitability envelope. This
MTC area (like the control room) contains redundant sate shutdown
equipment, therefore, a fire in this area would require the plant to
proceed to alternate shutdown per BTP 9.5-1 Section C.5.c. It is
noteworthy to realize that the MTC area is separated from the MCB area

Additionally, the HVAC is heavy gauge
The HVAC return from the MTC area

asses a ea but has no openings in the MCB area.
The other areas (i.e., office, kitchen area), when in use, will be occupied
by personnel trained and knowledgeable in fire protection. The control
room complex is continuously manned with trained operators that are
knowledgeable in emergency response, plant systems, and safe
shutdown procedures. The walls that bound the office/kitchen from the
MTC area are seismic block walls that provide equivalent one hour
protection. (Penetrations, doors, etc., are not fire rated construction.) An
automatic single sprinkler head will be provided in the office/kitchen area
to provide additional protection. The following will be incorporated in the
design of this sprinkler:

1) The source of water will be potable water.
2) One-inch copper tubing will be used.
3) Non-seismic rod and clevis will be used to support the copper piping.
4) A manual isolation globe valve and two check valves will be used.
5) A flow alarm will be provided.

In summary, CP&L provides adequate protection for the MTC and the
office/kitchen areas of the main control room complex for the following
reasons:

1) Alternate shutdown is provided for a disabling fire in the MTC area
(regardless of the genesis of the fire).
2) The control room complex is continuously manned by licensed
operators knowledgeable in fire protection and safe shutdown
procedures.
3) A single, automatic sprinkler head will be provided in the office/kitchen
area.
4) A hose station is located in the MTC area.
5) The wall between the MTC and office/kitchen is a seismic block wall

which will aid in containing a fire.
6) HVAC return duct from the MTC area is heavy gauge seismic
Category I duct work."
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 for the areas peripheral to the control room.

Them Supplement states the following:

"In them , the staff stated that peripheral rooms to the control room
complex are separated from the control room by 1-hour-fire-rated
barriers.. In fact, the peripheral rooms are neither separated by a fire
barrier nor protected by an automatic sprinkler system as prescribed by
Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. The staff was concerned that, in the
event of a fire in the office/kitchen area, smoke and hot gases would
propagate into the main terminal cabinet and control room. By letter
datedd, the applicants proposed to install an automatic
sprine e office/kitchen area.' The details concerning the
installation of this sprinkler are included in the above referenced letter.
This modification provides reasonable assurance that the effects of a fire
will be confined to the office/kitchen area. The staff considers the
proposed protection an acceptable deviation from Section C.7.b of BTP
CMEB 9.5-1.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy

Licensing Action

Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 in that cables are routed under the raised floor-in the control room without an
automatic suppression system.

BssDt: 10/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes .

Basis: The deviation was based on the riegligible fuel loading under the raised floor in conjunction with the installed detection system and
continuous manning of the control room.

Unit Fire Area Name • sm'

CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

Reference Document Doc, Detai Evalu

Page 84 The submittal states:

"Due to Human Factors considerations, a raised floor will be created.
The raised floor section is located in front of the Main Control Panels and

will have two (2) computer CRTs mounted on the raised section. Cabling
consisting of seven (7) low-voltage signal cables and one (1) 120V AC
power cable will be located under the raised section to support the
computer CRTs. Ionization detection will be provided under the raised
floor."

TheM states:

1 the staff stated that there are no raised floors in

the c-' romnevision 3 to the comparison to BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
the applicant informed the staff that a raised floor has been created in
the control room. Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 states that area
automatic fire suppression should be installed under the raised floor.

Area automatic suppression is not provided.

The raised floor section is located in front of the main control panels and

has two computer cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) mounted on the raised
section. Seven low-voltage signal cables and one 120-V power cable are
located under the raised section. Ionization detectors are installed under
the raised floor. Area automatic suppression is not provided.

Because of the negligible fuel loading under the raised floor in concert
with the installed early-warning smoke-detection capability and
continuous manning of the control room, the staff finds the omission of a
suppression system in the raised section an acceptable deviation from
Section C.7.b of BTP CMEB 9.5-1."

Note that since the time of thism Supplement, a small number of
cables have been added to sup additional monitors. The other

supporting factors justifying this deviation remain in place, and the small
number of additional cables are not judged to have adversely affected

the conclusions of them .
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from Section C.7.b of NUREG-0800 Section 9.5-1 that there be no carpeting in the Control Room.

Basis Date, 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis* The deviation was approved based on the carpeting being non-combustible in accordance with Section C.5.a(9) of BTP CMEB 9.5-1
(NUREG-0800).

Unit Fire Aea Name Description

1 CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

Reference Document Do.Dil E io.

Page 84a The submittal states:

"Control Room carpet will be installed for Human Factors considerations
and will meet the guidance of C.5.a(9)."

TheE states:

"The applicant also informed that staff that carpeting will be installed in
the control room. The carpeting will be noncombustible in accordance
with Section C.5.a(9) of BTP CMEB 9.15-1. On this basis, the staff

concludes that the installation of carpeting in the control room is an
acceptable deviation from Section C.7.b of BTP 9.5-1."
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suppression throughout areaý

B 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: Deviation was approved based on the existing fire protection features and low combustible loading.

Unit Fire Area Name Description

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A4

Reference Document

Pages 21 and 22 From the appropriate portions of the submittal:

-A multi-cycle sprinkler system,
ac e ea e on s installed over cable trays in the corridor,

covering approximately 35 percent of the fire zone. Ionization detection is
provided over the entire fire zone. Manual alarm stations are available in
and adjacent to the fire zone. Hose stations and portable extinguishers
are available and adjacent to the fire zone.

- A multi-cycle sprinkler system* actuated

crridor.iEarly rnno io tioed over cable tray runs in the
corridor. Early warning ionization smoke detection is provide d throughout

available in and adjacent to the fire zone.

Early warring ionization aetection is providee tnrougnout me entire Tira
zone. Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by thermal detection are provided

combustible loading in MIS Tire zone is low 1 i uI). Manual alarm
stations, portable fire extinguishers, an hoss atioinsare available in,
and adjacent to the fire zone.

- Early warning ionization detection is
provi e oug u een ire ire zone. Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated

by thermal detection are provided over the corridor and safety related
cable trays. The combustible loading in this fire zone is Iowý
BTU/SF). Manual alarm stations, portable fire extinguishersan-ose
stations are available in, and adjacent to the fire zone.

Partial Suppression and Detection

This fire area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building

on elevation
The applic:an s letter oat ioen ifies various zones
within fire are' are no provil e wit complete automatic
suppresson an Wor e ection systems. The staff has evaluated the fire
protection features of these zones and concludes that, because of the
low combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and
existing protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suppression throughout area

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis: Deviation was approved based on the existing fire protection features and low combustible loading.

UnitFire Area Name

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
A3

Reference Document D Detail Evluation

Pages 20-22 From the appropriate parts of the submittal:

_____________________________________ -Ionization

aelectors provided inrougnoui me enure Tire zone. manual alarm
stations, portable extinguishers and hose stations are available adjacent
to the fire zone. The fire loadings in each zone are negligible.

- A mutli cycle sprinkler system actuated by
e m eeo o ed in most of the fire zone over safety related

equipment. Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm
stations are provided in the fire zone. The fire loading is low atm
BTU/SF.

- Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm

" sre available adjacent to the fire zone. The fire loading
is negligible BTU/SF).

A multicycle sprinkler system actuated by
ermae e or isinsa ad in almost the entire fire zone over safety

related equipment. Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual
alarm stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. The fire
loading in this zone is low atm BTU/SF.

- A multi-cycle sprinkler system actuated by
ed throughout most of the fire zone except for

two small rooms along the west wall and a platform at elevatior
Ionization detection is provided throughout the entire fire zone.
stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm stations are available
in and adjacent to the fire zone, The fire loading in the fire zone is low at
- BTU/SF.

ac uae y rma ec on is installad over cable trays in the corridor,
covering approximately 35 percent of the fire zone. Ionization detection is
provided over the entire fire zone. Manual alarm stations are available in
and adjacent to the fire zone. Hose stations and portable extinguishers
are available and adjacent to the fire zone.

-Multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by
arms cor r rovi a over safety train A and B cable trays and

most of the fire zone. A section between Early
warning ionization detection is providead g ou e irezone. anual
alarm stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. Hose
stations and portable extinguishers are available adjacent to the fire
zone. The fire loading is low at= BTU/SF.

- Hose stations, portable
ax ingu us a arms ations are available adjacent to the fire
zone. The fire loading is negligible (less tham BTU/SF).
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

Deviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suppression throughout area

SPartial Suppression and Detection

Fire AreaIM

This fire areaconsists of various portions ofthe reactor auxiliary building

onmeevaionTheappicatseer oa e o identifies various zo nes
wihnfrar tha are no provi e with complete automatic
suppress!on . ectlon systems. The staff has evaluated the fire
protection features of these zones and concludes that, because of the
low combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and

existing protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy
Licensinai Action

Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

neviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suuuression throuohout areaI

B~sls Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basis; Deviation was approved based on the existing fire protection features and low combustible loading.

Unit Fire Area Name Descriion

S.1. - REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
Al

Reference Document Doc. Detail .

Pages 20 & 22 No automatic suppression or detection
is provi s combustible loading (less hn
BTU/SF), low transient combustible loading and cables in coo ui.
Manual alarm stations are provided and hoseline backup from RAB
stations or yard hydrants is available.

No automatic fire detection or
s on negligible combustible loading (less

thanI BTU/SF). A manual alarm station is provided in this fire zone
and poIsle fire extinguishers and hose stations are available in
adjacent fire zones.

Partial Suppression and Detection

Fire Are

This fire area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building
on elevations'
The applicants ee a e ,ien ifies various zones
within fire areaý t= h are no Wprovie a wth complete automatic
suppression ano7or oe ection systems. The staff has evaluated the fire
protection features of these zones and concludes that, because of the
low combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and
existing protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report
Licensinai Action

Deviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suppression throughout area

Basis Date: 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

Basism Deviation was approved based on the existing fire protection features and lo'wcombustible loading.

Unit Fare Area'NameP Descrii~tion•

1 REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1- ANALYSIS AREA
A2.

Reference Document D oc, Detail Evalat.io

Pages 20-22 From the submittal:

-A multi-cycle sprinkler system actuated by
• throughout the entire fire zone. Manual
alarm stations are located inside the fire zone. Hose stations, portable
extinguishers are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. The fire

Ionization
neeclonsprovded rougnou e entre ire zone. anua aamr
stations, portable extinguishers and hose stations are available adjacent
to the fire zone. The fire loadings in each zone are negligible.

-A mutli cycle sprinklers system actuated by
eraee r i rvie in most of the fire' zone over safety related

equipment. Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm
stations are provided in the fire zone. The fire Idading is low atM
BTU/SF.

o - Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm

. a. are available adjacent to the fire zone. The fire loading
is negligible= BTU/SF).

A multi-cycle sprinkler system actuated by
erml dtecorsis nsa ed in almost the entire fire zone over safety

related equipment. Hose stations, portable extinguishers and manual
alarm stations are available in and adjacent to the fire zone. The fire
loading in this zone is low atM BTU/SF.

- - Approximately half the corridor is
proi eW11 mu1-cc esprinklers actuated by thermal detectors to

protect safety related equipment. Hose stations, portable extinguishers

and manual alarm stations are available in and adjacent
to the fire zone. The fire loading in this zone is low atBTU/SF.

- - A multi-cycle sprinkler system actuated by
~eco e rsis provi ed throughout most of the fire zone except for

two small rooms along the west wall and a
Ionization detection is provided throughout e en ie ire zone. ose

stations, portable extinguishers and manual alarm stations are available
in and adjacent to the fire zone. The fire loading in the fire zone is low at
- BTU/SF.

-Hose stations, portable extinguishers
an ma ons ae avalabe adjacent to the fire zone. The
fire loading is low atm BTU/SF.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action
Deviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suppression throughout area.

Page 6 DEVIATION REOUESTED:
1. Partial suppression and detection within the fire area.
(For details of the deviation, refer to CP&L submittal dated

CONCLUSION: This fire analysis area provides sufficient separation
between redundant trains of SSA equipment (approximately 100 feet of
horizontal distance). Additionally, multi-cycle sprinklers actuated by
thermal detection is provided to protect redundant safety shutdown
equipment. .

Partial Suppression and Detection

• " ' Fire Aream

This fire area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building
on elevations

S. The applcans eer a ifies various zones
s•M ith complete automatic

* . within fire areaý the are no provi e withcml etuoai
suppression andnor eection systems. The staff has evaluated the fire
protection features of these zones and concludes that, because of the
low combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and

. . existing protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or
extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.
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Licensing-Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Deviation from the installation of fire detection and automatic suppression throughout area.

Basis Date, , 6/1/1985

Transitioned? Yes

B Deviation was approved based on the existing fire protection features and low combustible loading.

Unit Fire Area Name Desriotion

1 WASTE PROCESSING BUILDING

Reference Document Doc, Dti Evaluation

Page 20 Request exemption from installation of fire detection and automatic
sprinkler systems throughout the entire Fire Area
Justifications for each fire zone are listed below.

A manual alarm station and hose station
a n. The fir e load•ng is neg lgiible
BTU/SF).

Partial Suppression and Detection
Fie Area
This fre area consists of various portions of the reactor auxiliary building
on alevst ons
The app cents eter oated en ifies various zones
within fire ea theoare no provice with complete automatic
suppressi o ton systems. The staff has evaluated the fire

protection features of these zones and concludes that, because of the
low combustible loading, lack of concentrations of cable trays, and
existing protection provided for safe shutdown equipment, the addition or

extension of automatic suppression and/or detection systems into these
zones would not greatly enhance fire protection.

Note that this zone was included with n the submittal.
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Licensing Action Report

Attachment KProgress Energy

LicensinR C Actpon

NRC Approval of Communications Capabilities

HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Basis Date: 511/1986 .

Transitioned? , Yes

Basis* NRC approved the plant's communications capabilities for the Main Control Room and Auxiliary Control Panel.

Reference Document D ".. E
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

NRC Approval of Communications Capabilities

Page 6 NRC QUESTION 410.48
In response to question 410.25, it is stated that sound powered
telephones, portable radios and the normally installed PA and phone
systems will be used for communication in the event of a fire requiring
evacuation of the control room. Show that all of these systems are
available in the event of a loss of off site power or that the systems
remaining thereafter are capable of providing the necessary
communication links between operators.

RESPONSE-
COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES FOR MAIN CONTROL ROOM AND
AUXILIARY CONTROL ROOM

1. A telephone system is distributed throughout the Harris Site. The
switching equipment is located in the Administration Building. Normal
supply for this system is provided from the Administration Building
transformer , but a back-up supply will be provided from Security

e this is operational. An automatic transfer switch will
W transfer. The PABX is also provided with a back-up power

source from a storage battery system which has a useful life of
approximately one hour. A public address system is installed in all plant
areas and is connected to the PABX system so that instructions can be
issued from either the main control room or the auxiliary control room.
The power for the PA system is provided by UPP 1-1 in the
communications room which has a reliable backup source of power from
the station battery.

2. An operations, maintenance, and security radio system is installed in
the communications room on them elevation. This system
consists of base station our c annel repeaters, two base
stations for communication to the Sheriffs Department, and control
stations in the main control room, auxiliary control room, waste process
control room, central alarm station, and secondary alarm station. The

power for this system is provided from the UPS system. That portion
which is dedicated to security communications will be powered from the
security UPS once it is operational. The signal distribution system
consists of external antennas for communications off site and to outlying
plant areas. Inside the power block a distributed antenna system has
been installed to allow communications between control room areas and
portable radios.

3. A sound-powered phone system has been installed in the power block
of the Harris Plant. This system consists of multiple wiring circuits and
jacks. This system does not require power. Master panels are located in
the main control room, auxiliary control room, and waste processing
control room. Loss of the main control room will not affect the sound
power system in the auxiliary control room.

In the event of a shutdown, loss of off site power, evacuation of control
room, loss of security diesel generator, or loss of the UPS system, the
sound power system will still be operational and allow communications
between plant areas and control points.

The major communication equipment is located in a separate room on
theý of the Reactor Auxiiary Buidng adjacent to the

room. This room s o W a
Pa hone~ anpe~ i ons eqipd ihec ors
for early detection of fire-related problems. A hose station is located
within 100 feet of this room. This room is serviced by a heating
ventilation and air conditioning System which would
be free from fire damage in the rooms we

Based on the above, CP&L has concluded that communications would
be available in the unlikely event of a fire causing evacuation of the main
control room.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

NRC Approval of Communications Capabilities

Communications

There are several communication systems available in the event of a fire.
There is a telephone system with a backup power supply from a security
motor control center (MCC), once the center is operational. Transfer to
the MCC power supply will be provided automatically. A public address
system is connected to the telephone system so that instructions can be
issued from the main control room (MCR) or auxiliary control room
(ACR). This system is powered by an uninterruptible power package with
the station battery as a reliable backup power source. There is a radio
system with control stations in the MCR, ACR, waste process control
room, central alarm station, and secondary alarm station with power from
the uninterruptible power supply (UPS).

A sound power system has been installed in the Shearon Harris plant
consisting of multiple wiring circuits and jacks. Master panels are located
in the MCR, ACR, and waste processing control room. Loss of all power
will not affect availability of the sound power system because it requires
no power for operation.

The staff concludes that the communication systems provided are
" acceptable for communication throughout the plant in the event of

operation outside the MCR.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy

LicensinAo Action

NRC Approval of Meggitt Safety Systems Cable

Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Basis Date: 5/1/2006

Transitioned? Yes

Bs NRC issued a license amendment approving the use of Meggitt Safety System fire resistive cable.

tFire Area Name Description

1 ' ,CONTROL ROOM, REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING

1 -REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
B4

1 - •REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNIT 1 - ANALYSIS AREA
J

1 - CABLE SPREADING ROOM A, REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

1 - CABLE SPREADING ROOM B, REACTOR AUXILIARY
- . BUILDING

1 •SWITCHGEAR ROOM A IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

1 •SWITCHGEAR ROOM B IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

Reference Document Doc, Detail Evaluaioni

ML-0611140227, Issuance of
Amendment on use of Fire Resistive
Cable , 5/11/2006

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref

3.11.5 Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems (ERFBS).
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensine Action

NUREG-0800, BTP 9.5-1, Deviation from C.7.i for Diesel Fuel Oil Day Tank Capacity

B 11/30/1983

Transitioned? Yes

From

The day tanks are sized to hold 3000 gallons of diesel fuel instead of the maximum of 1100 gallons recommended by the staff
guidelines. Because each 3000-gallon diesel fuel oil day tank is located in a separate enclosure that is designed with walls, floor,
and ceiling that have a 3-hour fire-resistive rating and is sized to contain 110% of the total contents of the tank, the staff finds this an
acceptable deviation. The staff concludes that with the acceptable deviation, the protection provided for the diesel generator rooms
meets Section C.7.i and is, therefore, acceptable.

Fire Area Name Description
DIESELGENERATOR FUEL OIL DAY TANK 1A

DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL OIL DAY TANK 1B

Reference Document

-The deviation determined to be acceptable on the basis of the followingjustification:

1. Each 3000 gallon day tank is housed in a separate enclosure
designed with 3-hour fire-rated walls, floor, and ceiling.
2. The enclosure is sized to contain 110% of the total contents of the
day tank.

There is not a corresponding guideline concerning the volume of the day
tank in NFPA 805. The bulk storage of flammable liquids is required to
be in accordance with NFPA 30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids
Code. (NFPA 805, Section 3.3.8)

NFPA 805, Section E.2.14.4 states that a day.tank is acceptable in the
EDG room if the day tank is located in a diked enclosure that has
sufficient capacity to hold 110% of the day tank's contents or is drained
to a safe location.

NFPA 805, Section E.2.15.1 states that above ground diesel fuel oil
storage tanks should be located at least 50 feet from any buildings or

separated from any buildings by a fire barrier having a 3-hour rating.

The as-built fire protection features of Fire Areas 1-D-DTA and 1-D-DTB
meet the requirements and guidelines of NFPA 805.

NFPA 805 Ch. 3 Ref

3.3.8 Bulk Storage of Flammable and Combustible Liquids.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensina Action

NUREG-0800, Section C.5.a - Building Design - Switchgear Rooms

Basis Date: 11/1/1983

Transitioned? Yes

Basisa The design and protection of the switchgear rooms are in accordance with Section C.5.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and are acceptable.

Unit Fire Area Name" Descrition "

1 - SWITCHGEAR ROOM A IN REACTOR'AUXILIARY
BUILDING

Reference Document

Subsection "Switchgear Rooms" on p. 9-54
witchgear Rooms are boundedby wall and

floor/ceiling assemblies rated at 3-hours, with automatic fire detection
and manual hose stations/extinguishers. This section documents that
floor drains are provided.

"Summary of Deviations from CMEB 9.5-1" on
p.- - 1i en iesa eviation (no. 7) that is incorrectly attributed to the
Switchgear Room; it actually applies tothe Cable Spreading Room.'
However this error was corrected in in on p.
9-18.

"Summary of Deviations from CMEB 9.5-1" on
ti on in) that was

incorrectly attributed to the Sw c gear oo uyapplies to the
Cable Spreading Room.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Licensing Action

NUREG-0800, Section C.5.a/b Deviation 12-A-BAL - Fire Area Boundaries

B 6/111985

Transitioned? Yes

Bas Requests per provide the following justification for Fire Boundary deviations from BTP CMEB 9.5-1,
Section C.5.a . , a o - 0 from having fire-rated dampers, doors, and penetration seals in walls and floors
designated as 3-hour rated:

- For those penetrations and doors where safe shutdown equipment is within 20 feet, automatic suppression and detection has been
-. provided on at least one side of the door or penetration. The combustible loading in the areas are considered low to moderate. The

doors are manufactured to the same engineering specification as would a 3-hour rated door. The SSD equipment identified within a
20 feet radius of the doors or penetrations do not have their redundant counterpart within 20 feet [except fo

YMA~ Fire Area Name' RDescriAtionU.N 1
REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2 BALANCE

Referencd Document Evaluation'

Attachment 1 , :.:

Table 2

Enclosures 1 and 2 of Attachment 1 provides the justification for the
request for Fire Damper deviation from Section C.5.a of BTP CMEB
9.5-1. Two penetratios be nand two
penetrations between

Justification remains valid.

Table 2 provides the justification for the request for Fire Damper
deviation from Section C.5.a of BTP CMEB 9.5-1. Several penetrations
between- are involved.

Justification remains valid.

tdocuments that the
conTiguration descrioed in letter dat e.)0r1L1~t ameets the staff guidelines of Section
acceptablea

finds that the fire barrer penetrations

ar ean acceptabledeviationfrom Se o .ao L t
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

NUREG-0800, Section C.5.c 12-A-BAL -Alternate or Dedicated Shutdown Capability

BssDt: 5/1/1986

Transitioned? Yes

B In the event of a fire in ), the CR does not need to be evacuated; however the use of a
non-safety-related dedicated NVAL. uni to coot me -iu room is r quired. With the dedicated HVAC unit running, shutdown is
otherwise normal.

Unit Fire Area Name Descrietion

1 .REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING UNITS 1 AND 2 BALANCE

1 . REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING:UNIT 1:-ANALYSIS AREA
C1-

1SWITCHGEAR ROOM B IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

Reference Document

Section 9.5.1.4

Evaluation

,"Alternate or Dedicated. Shutdown Capability'"
sec o "I e a ed Shutdown" on p. 9-16:

documents'the use of a non-safety-related, dedicated H\,AC.unit.that is
required to cool the safety-related process instrumentation cabinet (PIC)
room in the event of a fire in

"In the event ofafire infir eareas
the control room osno nee o e evacua a

i.ev re r in any of these areas requires the use of a
non-safety-related dedicated HVAC unit to cool the safety-related
process instrumentation cabinet (PIC).room. In these cases, the control

room would not be evacuated and safe shutdown would be effected with
the equipment and in a manner similar to that described under "Safe
Shutdown Capability" once the dedicated HVAC unit is started in an area

* separate from the areas starred. The staff finds this acceptable for afire
in these areas."

The staff conclusion is that this approach is acceptable for safe
shutdown per NUREG-0800, BTP CMEB 9.5-1,Section C.5.c.
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Licensing Action Report

Progress Energy Attachment K HNP NFPA 805 Transition Report

Lmcensing Action

NUREG-0800, Section C.7.e - Specific Plant Areas - Switchgear Rooms

BssDt: 10/1/1986

IfnsItiofld? Yes

B The design of the switchgear rooms to prevent flooding due to water resulting from the use of a manual hose station complies with
Section C.7.e of BTP CMEB 9.5-1, and is acceptable.

MA Fore Area Name Deseriotion

1 SWITCHGEAR ROOM A IN REACTOR AUXILIARY
BUILDING

Reference Document D eEaion

Section 9.5.1.6 Subsection "Switchgear Rooms" on p. 9-8,
ocmns floor drains have not been provided in the

Switchgear Rooms, water resulting from the use of a manual hose

station can migrate into adjacent areas that are equipped with floor
drains. Also, curbing is installed to keep the redundant Switchgear Room

from flooding. This meets Section C.7.e of BTP CMEB 9.5-1 and is
acceptable.
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